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 This exhibit was received into evidence at the Preliminary Injunction Hearing at 589:1

24-25.  This memorandum of law refers to three different transcripts.  The Preliminary Injunction
Hearing (“PI Hng.”) was held on February 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 26.  The
Preliminary Injunction Ruling (“PI Ruling”) was issued on March 2, 2007.  The Trial of this
matter (“Trial”) was held on May 21, 22, 23, 24, and June 4 and 5, 2007.  

Plaintiff United States of America respectfully submits this post-trial memorandum of

law in support of its application for a finding that defendant Village of Port Chester has violated

Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1973 by its use of an at-

large electoral system to select the members of its Board of Trustees. 

Statement of Facts

A. Demographic Changes in Port Chester

Port Chester, which is located in the southeastern corner of Westchester County, has

witnessed a surge in recent years in its Hispanic population.  According to the 2000 Census, from

1990 to 2000, the total population of Port Chester increased by almost 13%, from 24,728 to

27,867.  (See Government Exhibit (“GX”) 25 (Decl. of Andrew A. Beveridge, Dec. 14, 2006), ¶

5 & Ex. C).   A substantial portion of that net increase was due to the rise in the Hispanic1

population, which increased by 73%, from 7,446 to 12,884.  (See id. ¶ 6 & Ex. C.)  

As of the 2000 Census, Port Chester’s population was 46.2% Hispanic, 42.8% non-

Hispanic white, and 6.6% non-Hispanic black.  (See id. ¶ 8 & Ex. C.)  Port Chester had a total

citizen voting age population (“CVAP”) of 13,990, of whom 9,160 (65.5%) were non-Hispanic

white, 3,070 (21.9%) were Hispanic, and 1,245 (8.9%) were non-Hispanic black.  (See id. ¶ 12 &

Ex. D.)  The United States offered testimony from Professor Andrew A. Beveridge, an expert

upon whose work the Second Circuit has relied in the leading Section 2 case in this Circuit.  See
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Goosby v. Town Bd. of Hempstead, 180 F.3d 476, 488-89, 498 (2d Cir. 1999).  Professor

Beveridge estimates that as of July 2006, Port Chester’s CVAP totals 14,259, of which 27.5% is

Hispanic.  (See GX 25 (Beveridge Decl. ¶ 14 & Ex. D).) 

B. Port Chester’s System of Government and Elections

Pursuant to its Town Charter, Port Chester is governed by a Mayor and a Board of

Trustees, all of whom are elected at-large rather than by districts.  (See Decl. of David J.

Kennedy, Dec. 14, 2006 (“Kennedy Decl.”), Ex. 1 (Village Charter, Title II, §§ 3); see also GX 4

(Canvass of Vote for Officers of the Village of Port Chester (“Canvass”), 1980-2006), received at

PI Hng. 43:18-20.)  The Mayor, who presides over the Board, is elected to a two-year term.  (GX

4 (2001 Canvass; 2003 Canvass; 2005 Canvass).)  There are six Trustees, and each year two

Trustees are elected for three-year terms.  (See Kennedy Decl. Ex. 1, Title II, §§ 6-7; GX 4 (2002

Canvass; 2003 Canvass; 2004 Canvass; 2005 Canvass).)  Thus, Port Chester elects two Trustees

every year, and two Trustees and a Mayor every other year.  (GX 4.)  Each voter may cast up to

two ballots for candidates for the office of Trustee, but a voter cannot cast both ballots for the

same candidate.  (PI Hng. 1256:24–1257:8 (Testimony of Richard Falanka, former Village

Clerk).)  Village elections are usually held on the third Tuesday in March, but at least from 1980

to 1983 were held in late April.  (GX 4 (1980 Canvass; 1981 Canvass; 1982 Canvass; 1983

Canvass).)

For purposes of voting, Port Chester is divided into sixteen election districts.  Because

these districts were numbered along with precincts from Rye and Rye Brook, Port Chester’s

districts are numbered 5 through 19, and 25.  (GX 4; see also PI Hng. 21:15-23 (Testimony of

Cesar Ruiz).) 
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C. Port Chester Elections for Trustee and Mayor from 2001 to 2006

As the 2000 Census first confirmed that Hispanics constituted the largest racial or ethnic

population in Port Chester, the United States focused on elections from 2001 onward.  From

2001 to 2006, Port Chester held six Trustee elections and three Mayoral elections.  The results of

each election are set forth in the Canvass (GX 4), and are summarized as follows:

On March 20, 2001, Anthony Napoli and Gerard DiRoberto were elected Trustee, over

Anthony Paturzo and Cesar Ruiz.  In the Mayoral race, Gerald Logan defeated Christine Korff. 

(GX 4 (2001 Canvass).)

On March 19, 2002, John Crane and Robert Sorensen were elected Trustee, over Anthony

Saline and Christine Korff.  (GX 4 (2002 Canvass).)

On March 18, 2003, Daniel W. Colangelo Jr. and Peter J. Ciccone were elected Trustee,

over Anthony Saline and Jeffrey Grey.  In the Mayoral race, Gerald Logan defeated Anne Capeci. 

(GX 4 (2003 Canvass).) 

On March 16, 2004, Ken Manning and Domenick Cicatelli were elected Trustee, over

Gerard DiRoberto and Dennis Pilla.  (GX 4 (2004 Canvass).)

On March 15, 2005, John Crane and Robert Sorensen were elected Trustee, over Anne

Capeci and Jeffrey Grey.  In the Mayoral race, Gerald Logan defeated Richard Cuddy.  (GX 4

(2005 Canvass).)

On March 21, 2006, Dennis Pilla and Daniel Brakewood defeated Daniel W. Colangelo

Jr., and Michael F. Antaki.  (GX 4 (2006 Canvass).)

It is undisputed that no Hispanic, at any time, has ever become Trustee of Port Chester. 

(PI Hng. 46:14-15 (Testimony of Cesar Ruiz); id. at 340:4-9 (Testimony of John Reavis); id. at



 It is also undisputed that no African-American has ever become Trustee or Mayor of2

Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 340:10-12 (Reavis); PI Hng. 1179:14-16, 1180:7-8 (Logan).) 

 Rico Dos Anjos, who ran as a Republican and a Conservative in 1998 (GX 4 (19983

Canvass)), is Portuguese (PI Hng. 1132:12-15 (Testimony of Dominic Bencivenga)), but may
have been perceived as Hispanic because of his surname.  He too was defeated.
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1179:11-13 (Testimony of then-Mayor Gerald Logan).)  It is also undisputed that no Hispanic, at

any time, has ever become Mayor of Port Chester.   (PI Hng. 1180:5-6 (Logan).)   Through 2006,2

the only Hispanics candidates who had ever run for Trustee were Jose Santos in 1992, who ran as

a Republican (PI Hng. 133:16-19 (Testimony of Jose Santos); GX 4 (1995 Canvass)) and Cesar

Ruiz in 2001, who ran as a Democrat (PI Hng. 14:4-10; GX 4 (2001 Canvass)).    3

D. Notice of Violation of the Voting Rights Act and the Events Leading to this Lawsuit

More than seven months prior to filing suit, the United States advised Port Chester that its

at-large electoral system violated Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.  By letter dated April 20,

2006, the United States explained the basis of its determination that Port Chester’s at-large

system violated Section 2. (Defendant’s Exhibit (“DX”) T (received at PI Hng. 1184:24–

1185:1).)  The letter notified Port Chester that the Assistant Attorney General had authorized the

filing of this suit, but stated that “[w]e will briefly delay filing the complaint if Port Chester is

willing to negotiate a resolution of this matter through a consent decree that would be filed

simultaneously with the complaint.”  (Id.).  This letter was sent one month after the Trustee

election of March 21, 2006.

In the course of seeking to settle this matter without litigation, the United States provided

Port Chester with three proposed district plans.  On October 5 and October 16, 2006, Port

Chester held public meetings on how to respond to the United States’ determination that it should

implement a district plan.  (GX 102 (Video of Oct. 5, 2006 Public Hearing), received at PI Hng.



 Rev. Acosta is Hispanic.  As discussed infra at 59, testimony at the preliminary4

injunction hearing demonstrated that many more Hispanics were recruited and interviewed by the
Republican party after this suit was filed than ever before. 
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339:18-20 (Reavis); GX 101 (Video of Oct. 18, 2006 Public Hearing), received at PI Hng. 50:3-4

(Ruiz).)  The three proposed district plans were also published in the Port Chester press on

October 6, 2006.  (See Kennedy Decl. Ex. 8 (Proposed electoral districting plans, Westmore

News, Oct. 6, 2006, at 20).) 

On December 4, 2006, however, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution stating that it

believed there was no Voting Rights Act violation, thereby voting to maintain the current at-large

system.  (See Kennedy Decl. Ex. 13 (Resolution)). 

E. This Lawsuit and Port Chester’s 2007 Elections

Faced with Port Chester’s refusal to abandon its discriminatory at-large system, the

United States filed this suit on December 15, 2006.  At the same time, the United States filed an

application for a preliminary injunction, seeking to enjoin the Trustee election scheduled for

March 20, 2007.  The United States did not seek to enjoin the Mayoral election scheduled for the

same date.  In the course of briefing on the preliminary injunction, both political parties in Port

Chester assembled slates of candidates for the 2007 Trustee and Mayoral election.  The

Democratic party nominated then-Trustee Dennis Pilla for Mayor, and Wendy Delmonte and

Anthony Tedesco for Trustee.  (PI Hng. 1084:22-25 (Testimony of Trustee and Democratic

Committee Co-Chairman Daniel Brakewood).)  The Republican party nominated Domenick

Cicatelli for Mayor and Bart Didden and Rev. Ariel Acosta for Trustee.   (PI Hng. 825:23–826:34

(Testimony of Port Chester Republican Party Chairman Dr. Janusz Richards).)

Following nine days of testimony and evidence, the Court granted the United States’



  Didden testified that the flyer was a collaborative effort among Didden, current Board5

of Trustee member John Crane and then school board member, Dominic Bencivenga.  (Trial
251:21, 252:13, 253:18-20, 257:11-16 (Didden).)

6

application for a preliminary injunction in a bench ruling on March 2, 2007.  (PI Ruling 1-45.) 

As a result, the March 20, 2007 Mayoral election proceeded, but the Trustee election did not.  As

discussed in greater detail infra, one of the Trustee candidates whose election was enjoined, Bart

Didden, created an anonymous flyer that was mailed to approximately one thousand households

in Port Chester.    The flyer claimed that “PILLA WILL SELL US OUT!,” allegedly because5

Pilla’s campaign manager, Blanca Lopez, is Hispanic.  (GX 63, received at Trial 51:10-14.)  The

flyer claimed that “WHAT BLANCA CARES ABOUT IS ONLY HISPANIC!,” attacked Cesar

Ruiz as a “HOT DOG VENDOR-TURNED PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT,” and attacked

Dennis Pilla for expressing support for settling this lawsuit:  “PILLA IS SELLING YOU AND

ME OUT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE BECAUSE PILLA’S CHAMPAIGN [sic]

MANAGER IS SUPER SECRET DOUBLE AGENT BLANCA LOPEZ.”  (Id.)  The front of the

flyer concluded with the line: “THE HISPANICS ARE RUNNING THE SHOW ALREADY.” 

(Id.)   

On March 20, 2007, Dennis Pilla was elected Mayor of Port Chester.  (Trial 156:6–157:8

(Testimony of Dennis Pilla).)  Domenick Cicatelli remains on the Board of Trustees as Trustee

and Deputy Mayor.  (Trial 722:15–723:2 (Testimony of Domenick Cicatelli).) 
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ARGUMENT

PORT CHESTER’S AT-LARGE ELECTION SYSTEM 
 VIOLATES SECTION 2 OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT

Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, as amended, states in part as follows:

(a) No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard, practice, or
procedure shall be imposed or applied by any State or political subdivision in a
manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the
United States to vote on account of race or color . . . .

(b) A violation of subsection (a) is established if, based on the totality of
circumstances, it is shown that the political processes leading to nomination or
election in the State or political subdivision are not equally open to participation
by members of a class of citizens protected by subsection (a) in that its members
have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the
political process and to elect representatives of their choice. . . .

42 U.S.C. § 1973.  

The United States alleges here that Port Chester’s at-large electoral system leads to a

discriminatory result.  “No showing of discriminatory intent is required to prove a violation of §

2.”  Coleman v. Board of Educ. of the City of Mount Vernon, 990 F. Supp. 221, 227 (S.D.N.Y.

1997) (citing Chisom v. Roemer, 501 U.S. 380, 384 (1991)).  The essence of a Section 2 results

claim is that an “electoral law, practice, or structure interacts with social and historical conditions

to cause an inequality in the opportunities enjoyed by [minority] and white voters to elect their

preferred representatives.”  Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30, 47 (1986). 

In Gingles, the Supreme Court held that claims of vote dilution under Section 2 must

meet three preconditions:

1. The minority group must be able to demonstrate that it is sufficiently large and
geographically compact to constitute a majority in a single member district;

2. Second, the minority group must be able to show that it is politically cohesive;
3. Third, the minority group must be able to demonstrate that the white majority

votes sufficiently as a bloc to enable it — in the absence of special circumstances,



 The United States did not allege Port Chester was non-responsive, and the Court did not6

hear evidence about responsiveness.  (Trial 1004:3–1005:20.)  Evidence relating to
responsiveness would have little probative value where, as here, the United States has not raised
the issue of responsiveness.  See United States v. Marengo County Comm., 731 F.2d 1546, 1572
(11th Cir. 1984).
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such as the minority candidate running unopposed – usually to defeat the
minority’s preferred candidate.

Id. at 50-51; Goosby, 180 F.3d at 491 (quoting Gingles) (formatting added).  “[I]nquiry into the

cause of white bloc voting is not relevant to a consideration of the Gingles preconditions.”  Id. at

493.

Once the Court determines that the Gingles preconditions are met, it must also analyze

the “totality of circumstances” with reference to the following factors, which were listed in the

Senate Report for the 1982 amendments to the Voting Rights Act:

1. whether there is a history of official discrimination in the political unit;
2. whether voting is racially polarized;
3. whether current electoral mechanisms enhance vote dilution;
4. if there is a candidate slating process, whether access to such a process is denied

to minorities;
5. the extent to which members of the minority group in question bear the effects of

discrimination in education, employment, and health, that hinder their ability to
participate in the political process;

6. whether racial appeals have formed part of political campaigns; and
7. whether minorities have been elected to public office in the jurisdiction;

Gingles, 478 U.S. at 44-45 (citing S. Rep. No. 97-417 (1982)); Goosby, 180 F.3d at 491 (setting

forth factors).  The Court also noted two other factors in the Senate Report that plaintiffs may

elect to show in some cases: whether elected officials have failed to respond to minority needs,

and whether the policy underlying at-large elections is tenuous.  See Gingles, 478 U.S. at 45;

Goosby, 180 F.3d at 491-92.   6

The United States need not prove any particular number of factors or that a majority of
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the factors point “one way or the other.” Gingles, 478 U.S. at 45.  “The list of factors is neither

comprehensive nor exclusive.  Rather, in deciding whether § 2 has been violated, courts are to

engage in a searching practical evaluation of the past and present reality.”  NAACP v. City of

Niagara Falls, 65 F.3d 1002, 1007 (2d Cir. 1995).  If the Gingles preconditions are met, however,

“it will be only the very unusual case in which the plaintiff can establish the existence of the

three Gingles factors but still have failed to establish a violation of § 2 under a totality of the

circumstances.”  Id. at 1020 n.21.  Because the United States meets both the Gingles

preconditions and satisfies all of the Senate Factors, this Court should find that Port Chester’s at-

large system of electing its Trustees violates Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. 

A. Hispanics Are Sufficiently Large in Number and Geographically Compact to 
Constitute a Majority in a Single-Member District in Port Chester

The first Gingles precondition is readily met because Hispanics in Port Chester are

“sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a single-member

district.”  Gingles, 478 U.S. at 50.  Professor Beveridge, who drew the plan approved by the

Court in Goosby, 180 F.3d at 488-89, 498, drew an illustrative single-member district plan under

which Port Chester would have the same number of Trustees, though elected by district rather

than at-large.  (See GX 27; GX 25 (Beveridge Decl. Ex. A); PI Hng. 590:11-22 (Beveridge).) 

This plan is Illustrative Plan A.  (GX 27, received at 591:3-5.)  

Based on the 2000 Census, Hispanics constitute a 73.8% majority of the voting age

population (“VAP”) and a 50.5% majority of the CVAP of District 4 in Illustrative Plan A.  (See

GX 25 (Beveridge Decl. Ex. F).)  Under the first Gingles prong: “VAP and, in particular, CVAP,

have been considered the most important statistics in defining the ‘relevant population’ for the

majority-in-a-district requirement.” Rodriguez v. Pataki, 308 F. Supp. 2d 346, 377 n.38



 In drawing illustrative districts, or in any redistricting for that matter, total population is7

used.  See discussion infra at 17-19.  In determining whether, under the first Gingles
precondition, Hispanic citizens will have the potential to elect candidates of choice in a single
member district, Gingles, 478 U.S. at 50 n.17, the courts look at citizen voting age population. 
See discussion infra at 9-14. 

 Port Chester’s own expert, Dr. Morrison, calculated confidence intervals around this8

estimate and determined that he was 54% certain – i.e., believed that it was more likely than not
– that Hispanics constituted a majority of the CVAP in District 4 in 2000 in the Illustrative Plan
A.  (GX 43, received at PI Hng. 1452:25–1453:5; id. at 1453:10–1455:14 (Morrison).)  Dr.
Morrison added the caveat that his calculations did not include supposed citizenship misreporting
(PI Hng. 1453:14-17 (Morrison)), a specious argument addressed infra footnote 10.
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(S.D.N.Y. 2004) (three-judge court) (citing cases); see also PI Hng. 605:24–606:7 (Beveridge)

(CVAP is the standard measure used in evaluating districts for purposes of Section 2); id. at

1386:8-14 (Morrison) (conceding that the “typical method” for meeting this requirement is to use

CVAP)).   The district plan complies with one person, one vote principles and each district is7

reasonably compact.  (See GX 25 (Beveridge Decl. ) ¶ 15, Exs. A, E; PI Hng. 599:5-22

(Beveridge).)  On this basis alone the United States has satisfied the first Gingles precondition.8

Professor Beveridge also drew a second illustrative plan, because Port Chester

complained that the relevant district in Illustrative Plan A had only a narrow Hispanic CVAP

majority.  (Port Chester Mem. of Law in Opp’n to Prelim. Inj., Jan. 24, 2007, at 1, 24

(complaining that district “is just eight people shy of not constituting a majority”).)  This

complaint is meritless.  To comply with the first Gingles precondition, the United States need

only show a Hispanic majority, not a supermajority, and the United States plainly did so.  Yet to

respond to Port Chester’s complaint, Prof. Beveridge drew Illustrative District Plan A as

Modified.  (PI Hng. 619:25–620:18; GX 28, received at 620:22-24.)  The Illustrative District

Plan A as Modified includes a compact district with a 56.27% Hispanic CVAP for 2000, and an

estimated 70.35% Hispanic CVAP for 2006 (GX 26 (Reply Declaration of Prof. Andrew



  To the extent that any of these cases permit consideration of data inconsistent with9

Census data, it is only to show changes since the date of the prior Census.  See, e.g., Johnson,
204 F.3d at 1341-42; United States v. Osceola County, 475 F. Supp. 2d 1220, 1230-31 (M.D.
Fla. 2006).  Here, by contrast, Port Chester tried to show that the 2000 Census was incorrect even
when it was taken.  Port Chester has not pointed to a single instance in which any court has
accepted such testimony in a Section 2 case.  In any event, the United States considered the
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Beveridge, Feb. 1, 2007), ¶¶ 6-8, received at PI Hng. 625:4-6); PI Hng. 624:6-11 (Beveridge)),

exceeding a simple majority by, respectively, 77 and 199 people.  Significantly, Port Chester’s

own expert, Dr. Peter Morrison, repeatedly conceded that as to Illustrative Plan A as Modified, “I

would not dispute the fact that Hispanics are a majority of the citizen voting age population in

2000.”  (PI Hng. 1390:15-16 (Morrison); id. at 1429:23–25 (same); id. at 1430:10-12 (same).)  In

fact, Dr. Morrison conceded that “there is no question, that using [C]ensus 2000 data, the

Hispanic citizen voting age majority in District 4, under Plan A as Modified, is greater than 50

percent.”  (PI Hng. 1456:6-10 (Morrison).)  “[T]here is no question,” therefore, that Illustrative

Plan A as Modified satisfies the first Gingles precondition.

Faced with its own expert’s concession that the illustrative plans satisfy the first Gingles

precondition, Port Chester has raised a variety of meritless objections.  First, Port Chester offered

personal, rather than expert, testimony to suggest that the Census figures upon which Prof.

Beveridge relied were incorrect.  (PI Hng. 1126:19-1127:18 (Bencivenga); Trial 797:25–809:17

(Testimony of Patrick Cleary).)  These haphazard observations are not remotely sufficient to

challenge the presumption of accuracy afforded to Census data.  See Johnson v. DeSoto Cty. Bd.

Of Comm’rs, 204 F.3d 1335, 1341 (11th Cir. 2000) (Census data are presumptively correct);

Valdespino v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist., 168 F.3d 848, 853-54 (5th Cir. 1999) (same); see

also Latino Political Action Comm. v. City of Boston, 568 F. Supp. 1012, 1018 (D. Mass. 1983),

aff’d, 784 F.2d 409 (1st Cir. 1986) (same).   Absent “clear, cogent, and convincing evidence”9



possibility of change since the 2000 Census, in having Professor Beveridge estimate 2006 CVAP
and VAP for Port Chester.  See infra at 12-14.  Using either the presumptively correct 2000
Census figures or the best available 2006 estimates, the United States meets the first Gingles
precondition.

 Dr. Morrison also maintained that Census figures should be adjusted downward for10

alleged overreporting of citizenship by Hispanics.  (PI Hng. 1492:25–1493:7 (Morrison).)  Dr.
Morrison admitted, however, that he had no evidence at all of overreporting of citizenship by
Hispanics in Port Chester.  (Id. at 1500:6–16 (Morrison).)  

Dr. Morrison claimed, relying upon statements of Port Chester counsel, that Prof. Smith
had testified to instances of voting by Hispanic noncitizens.  (DX A, received at PI Hng. 634:9-
11 (Morrison Report of Feb. 8, 2007) at 30; PI Hng. 1493:9–20 (Morrison).)  Dr. Morrison had
not actually read Prof. Smith’s deposition (PI Hng. 1494:10-12) and in fact, Prof. Smith testified
that he was aware of voting by two older Italian noncitizen women in Port Chester – not Hispanic
noncitizens.  (Id. at 1497:1–1498:7 (reading of Prof. Smith’s deposition).) 

12

that the Census is incorrect, its count must be deemed controlling.  Dixon v. Hassler, 412 F.

Supp. 1036, 1040 (W.D. Tenn. 1976) (three-judge panel) (“Findings as to population trends must

be thoroughly documented and applied throughout the [jurisdiction] in a systematic, not an ad

hoc, manner.”) (quoting Kirkpatrick v. Preisler, 394 U.S. 526, 535 (1969) (rejecting “haphazard

adjustments”)), aff’d sub nom. Republican Party v. Dixon, 429 U.S. 934 (1976); see also Garza

v. County of Los Angeles, 756 F. Supp. 1298, 1345 (C.D. Cal. 1990), aff’d, 918 F.2d 763, 775

(9th Cir. 1990) (citing cases); United States v. Charleston County, 316 F. Supp. 2d 268, 285 n.20

(D.S.C. 2003) (same).  The personal recollections of two witnesses, neither of whom were

qualified as experts in any field, as to the exact number of people in certain blocks seven years

ago are entitled to no weight, and plainly cannot overcome the presumption of legitimacy

accorded Census figures.10

Second, the United States demonstrated that District 4 was not only a majority-Hispanic

CVAP district based on the 2000 Census figures, but that it remained a majority-Hispanic CVAP

district in 2006 when Professor Beveridge prepared his report.  Professor Beveridge testified that



 As the Court may recall, none of these charts appeared in the version of Dr. Morrison’s11

report.  (DX A).  Although the United States might have been prejudiced by the introduction of a
new expert report at trial, Dr. Morrison’s new expert report was so sloppy and riddled with errors
that the United States chose not to object to it.
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he estimated that the total 2006 CVAP in Port Chester to be 14,259, and the Hispanic CVAP in

District 4 to be 688 out of 1,122, or 61.33%.  (GX 25 (Beveridge Report), Ex. F; PI Hng.

597:18–25, 607:23–610:7 (Beveridge).)  Thus whether using Census 2000 figures or 2006

estimates, both Illustrative Plan A and Illustrative Plan A as Modified satisfy the first Gingles

precondition.

Port Chester’s attacks on Professor Beveridge’s estimates for 2006 were particularly

meritless.  Dr. Morrison created a baroque series of charts purporting to show a contradiction

between the total number of registered voters in District 4 and Professor Beveridge’s estimates of

the Hispanic CVAP for District 4 in Illustrative Plan A, Illustrative Plan A with intact Census

block groups, and Illustrative Plan A as Modified.  (DX KK (Morrison Report dated Feb. 20,

2007), at 24-29, received at 1385:19-21; id. at 1397:18–1409:19, 1420:19–1423:3.)   There were11

several significant flaws with Dr. Morrison’s analysis.   The charts were wrong on their face,

because although Dr. Morrison purported to show the number of registered voters in District 4

under three different plans with three different boundaries, that number remained the same.  (PI

Hng. 1469:1–1482:12 (Morrison).)  Dr. Morrison conceded that the charts were wrong in his

testimony at the preliminary injunction hearing on February 23, 2007 and promised to correct it. 

(Id. at 1470:23–1471:5.)  He never did.  When Dr. Morrison took the stand at the trial of this

matter on May 23, 2007 and produced yet another report, DX LL (received at Trial 406:15-18

(Report of Dr. Morrison, May 13, 2007)), he admitted that he had not bothered to correct his

errors.  (Trial 488:5–509:17; see also id. at 495:20-21 (“The data are wrong and I stand by the



 For this reason, Prof. Beveridge testified, he had not used voter registration rolls to12

determine the actual number of Hispanic citizens of voting age in District 4 in 2006, but rather
used the rate of change in voter registration rolls to adjust the Census 2000 count of Hispanics
and others in District 4 to ensure that District 4 remained majority Hispanic CVAP.  (PI Hng.
1551:3–1552:19; 1569:21–1571:6 (Beveridge).)  

The disparity between Prof. Beveridge’s estimate of the District 4 population in 2006 and
voter registration rolls is the same as the disparity between the Census 2000 count (which is
presumptively correct) and voter registration rolls in 2001. (GX 45 & 45A, received at PI Hng.
1536:18–1537:1 (Beveridge); GX 45B, addressed at PI Hng. 1605:19–1607:1 and received at
Trial 835:15–836:3.)  The discrepancy identified by Dr. Morrison, therefore, stems not from
Professor Beveridge’s methodology, but from the inherent discrepancy between the actual
enumeration of people in the Census and the overstated, partially stale listing of names on voter
registration rolls.

 The registration rolls in Westchester County appear to be stale.  In a survey conducted13

by the United States Election Assistance Commission, Westchester County reported that 99.3
percent of all eligible citizens in the county were registered to vote in 2004, by comparing the
number of total eligible voters with the number of registered voters.  (GX 92 (Declaration of
Thomas R. Wilkey)).  It is far more likely that a large number of “eligible voters” are in fact
people who have moved or passed away than that virtually every eligible voter in Westchester
County has registered to vote.

14

conclusion nonetheless”).)  But more fundamentally, Dr. Morrison’s use of registration rolls as

an authoritative pronouncement upon the number of voters in a given district is plainly

inaccurate.  As Professor Beveridge explained, the Census is a snapshot, while voter registration

rolls are more akin to time-lapse photography, in that they include voters who have died or

moved.  (PI Hng. 1537:15-25 (Beveridge).)   Thus registration lists will always be overstated,12

because there will be a time lag between the time people die or move away and the time they are

removed from the voter registration rolls.  (PI Hng. 1593:13–1594:8 (Beveridge).)   Dr.13

Morrison conceded at the preliminary injunction hearing that his report neglected to mention any

of these features of voter registration rolls (PI Hng. 1461:16–1462:8 (Morrison)), which he

nevertheless characterized as being a “true measure of actual people” (id. 1461:11-13).  Dr.

Morrison also failed to correct these errors in his report at trial. (Trial 509:18–511:19



 Segregation is part of the reason the Board of Trustees refused to agree to the United14

States’ proposed districts.  As Government Exhibit 32A shows, as of January 2007, five of the
six Trustees lived in proposed District 1.  (GX 32A, received at 1260:10-14 (PI Hng.
1103:12–1105:24 (Brakewood).)  Indeed, most of the individuals who were on the Board of
Trustees in the 2000s also lived in proposed District 1.  (GX 32A; PI Hng. 1268:12–1270:4
(Falanka).) 
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(Morrison.))  

Part of the reason the first Gingles precondition is readily met is because, as Port

Chester’s own expert conceded, Hispanics are segregated in certain parts of the village.  Along

with the expert report he submitted well after the preliminary injunction hearing had commenced,

Dr. Morrison included an “Addendum” that purported to calculate the “dissimilarity index”

between Hispanics and non-Hispanics in Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 1489:7–1491:8 (Morrison).) 

According to Dr. Morrison’s initial chart, the “dissimilarity index” was 25 and 22, suggesting a

“fairly low level of segregation.”  (Id. at 1491:9-15.)  Dr. Morrison admitted, however, that he

had not checked his math, and as it turned out every calculation in the chart was incorrect, and

the actual “dissimilarity index” was in the high forties – giving Port Chester a “moderately high”

level of segregation.  (Id. at 1491:16–1492:24 (Morrison).); see also PI Hng. 408:7 (Smith) (“this

is a very segregated town”).)   14

Dr. Morrison has also contended that the illustrative district will not perform because

Hispanic voters currently do not turn out to vote.  (DX LL 21-31.)  Current lower minority

political participation, however, could be attributable to the lack of minority candidates and the

absence of electoral systems that increase the likelihood that minority candidates will prevail. 

Port Chester’s own expert, Dr. Ronald Keith Gaddie, agreed that “if you create a constituency

that has a high likelihood of victory for a candidate, that candidate is going to be more likely to

run.”  (PI Hng. 1327:3-5 (Gaddie).)  Dr. Gaddie also admitted that the creation of majority-
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minority districts attracts minority candidates:  “[t]he empirical evidence shows that on average if

you build it, they will run.”  (PI Hng. 1334:7-8 (Gaddie)).  Dr. Gaddie also agreed that “creating

more minority-majority districts increases the frequency of the election of the minority

candidates of choice.” (Id. at 1345:12-15 (Gaddie).)   On the other hand, as Dr. Gaddie agreed,

“if Hispanics believe that the political system is stacked against them,” then “that would affect

the perception of – the belief that the vote would matter.”  (Id. at 1347:24-25, 1348:5-6

(Gaddie).)  

The recent example of United States v. Osceola County is instructive.  With the use of the

at-large system in Osceola County, Hispanic voters lagged behind Non-Hispanic voters in turnout

by 17 to 22 percentage points.  (GX 91, received at 716:2–717:2 (Gaddie Dep. 87:17-88:23)). 

When the special election for county commissioner was held under the single-member district

system in Osceola County, Hispanic turnout exceeded the turnout of all other groups.  (Id. at

84:3-86:9.)  Dr. Gaddie conceded that the switch from at-large to single-member districts in

Osceola County is more proof of the proposition that “if they build it, they will come.” (Id. at

89:11-90:7.)

Port Chester also raised the meritless argument that the illustrative district plans ignored

“existing political boundaries,” on the grounds that the districts in the illustrative district plans

did not comport with Port Chester’s current boundaries for election districts.   (Trial 477:16-25

(Morrison).)  Yet Port Chester lies entirely within one federal congressional district, one state

senate district, and one state assembly district (Trial 183:3-16 (Pilla)), so none of those

boundaries are affected.  Port Chester did not produce any witness who could explain why Port

Chester’s election district boundaries were drawn the way they were; to the contrary, both Mayor



 Dr. Morrison further contended, in the first of his three evolving expert reports received15

into evidence in the course of the preliminary injunction hearing and trial of this matter (DX A,
KK, and LL), that District 4 would have failed to elect the Hispanic-preferred candidate the
majority of the time.  (DX A at 24; id. at 1431:3–1434:14 (Morrison).)  

After Professor Beveridge demonstrated at the preliminary injunction hearing that Dr.
Morrison mischaracterized Port Chester’s election system and used the wrong Census data (PI
Hng. 636:10–645:12 (Beveridge)), and after being cross-examined on his errors (PI Hng.
1509:9–1512:6 (Morrison)), Dr. Morrison dropped this analysis from the final version of his
report (DX LL) claiming, for the first time, that this analysis was “no longer relevant.”  (Trial
529:21-23 (Morrison).)
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Pilla and former Mayor Logan admitted that they had no idea why the boundaries were drawn as

they were.  (Trial 183:24–184:1 (Pilla); id. at 392:18–393:4 (Logan).)  Despite his professed

concern for these “existing political boundaries,”  Dr. Morrison also admitted that he had no idea

why they were drawn the way they were.  (Trial 554:19–555:7 (Morrison).)  Moreover, Port

Chester’s Deputy Clerk testified that the boundaries of the districts had not changed since she

arrived at her position in 1997 (Trial 110:23–111:4 (Testimony of Joan Marino); see also id. at

392:23-393:1 (Logan) (testimony of former Mayor that boundaries had not changed since 1983))

– in other words, the boundaries were not redrawn after the 2000 Census.  

Port Chester also contended that the illustrative plan “packed” all Hispanics into the same

district.  This, too, is untrue.  The Hispanic CVAP for each of the six illustrative districts in Port

Chester as of 2006 is 10.27% in District 1, 19.55% in District 2, 36.52% in District 3, 61.33% in

District 4, 33.71% in District 5, and 30.38% in District 6.  (PI Hng. 615:18–616:10 (Beveridge).) 

As Dr. Morrison himself conceded, the illustrative plan would provide Hispanics with a higher

CVAP in four out of six districts than Hispanics currently have in Port Chester as a whole. (Trial

513:13-517:19 (Morrison).)   Dr. Morrison also claimed that drawing district boundaries would 15

divide “communities of interest,” but conceded that he had no idea whether any ethnic group in

Port Chester believed itself to constitute a “community of interest.”  (PI Hng. 1514:1-23
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(Morrison).)   

Venturing even further from the relevant legal standards, Port Chester offered testimony

from Dr. Morrison that any remedy in this case involving districts drawn on the basis of total

population would necessarily entail differences between districts in the number of citizens of

voting age.   (Trial 443:3-25 (Morrison).)  To the extent that this argument is relevant at all – and

the United States will show that it is not – it can only concern the remedy stage of this litigation,

not liability.  The United States therefore reserves a fuller response to this argument for any

Court proceedings concerning remedy.  

There can be no suggestion, however, that the United States has somehow erred by using

total population in drawing the illustrative districts for purposes of demonstrating compliance

with the first Gingles precondition.  It is clear that experts on both sides, including two of Port

Chester’s experts (Port Chester’s other expert, Dr. Ronald Weber, did not express an opinion on

the subject), agreed that districts in the United States are drawn on the basis of total population. 

Professor Beveridge stated that “I don’t know of any districting that’s ever been done in the

United States that doesn’t really use total population.”  (PI Hng. 600:1-3 (Beveridge).)  Dr.

Gaddie agreed that districts in the United States are usually drawn “on the basis of total

population.”  (GX 91 (Gaddie Dep. 178:15–181:4).)  And Dr. Morrison admitted that “districts

are drawn on the basis of total population,” even adding that 

It may devalue votes, it may over or undervalue the votes of citizens in one or
another district.  But it assures that every living person, adult or child, immigrant
or nonimmigrant, citizen or noncitizen, has roughly equal access to one
representative.  That’s what the total population criterion does. 

. . . .
That’s a good thing according to somebody who designed our system to do that.

(Trial 468:18–469:3 (Morrison).)  



 (See, e.g., Trial 465:18–467:7.)16
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Moreover, every Circuit court to have considered the type of  “vote devaluation”

argument Port Chester makes here has rejected it.  See Chen v. City of Houston, 206 F.3d 502,

522-28 (5th Cir. 2000) (noting that history of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment contemplated differences in citizenship rates between districts of equal population

size); Daly v. Hunt, 93 F.3d 1212, 1226 (4th Cir. 1996) (“[R]epresentatives should represent

roughly the same number of constituents, so that each person, whether or not they are entitled to

vote, receives a fair share of the governmental power, through his or her representative.”); Garza

v. County of Los Angeles, 918 F.2d at 775 (“The purpose of redistricting is not only to protect

the voting power of citizens; a coequal goal is to ensure ‘equal representation for equal numbers

of people.’”) (citation omitted).  See generally Horsey v. Bysiewicz, No. 3:99 CV 2250 SRU,

2004 WL 725363 (D. Conn. Mar. 24, 2004) (three-judge panel) (Winter, C.J., Hall, D.J.,

Underhill, D.J.) (“While [plaintiff’s] new evidence may support his argument that there is a

disparity between citizenship and the allocation of congressional representatives among the fifty

states, this disparity is sanctioned by the Constitution.”). 

Port Chester has pointed to Justice Thomas’ dissent from the denial of certiorari in Chen,

532 U.S. at 1046 (denial of cert.) (Thomas, J., dissenting),  but that opinion offers no support for16

a “vote devaluation” argument.  Justice Thomas suggests only that the Court should take up the

issue and provide guidance as to whether total population or some other measure of population

should be used.  Id.  In any event, Port Chester’s argument on this point fails to dispute that the

United States meets the first Gingles precondition.



 The Mayoral election contests are also endogenous elections.  The Mayor is elected at-17

large in the same elections as the Board of Trustees.  The Mayor votes with the Board of
Trustees, and that vote counts the same as any other member of the Board of Trustees.  The only
time the Mayor was not elected with the Board of Trustees was when the 2007 Trustee elections
were enjoined by this Court.

 Dr. Handley also analyzed the 1999 and 2000 election contests for the Board of18

Trustee, but she found that the data was not reliable.

20

B. Hispanics in Port Chester Are Politically Cohesive, and Their Preferred                      
       Candidates Are Usually Defeated by White Bloc Voting

The second and third Gingles preconditions assess whether voting is racially polarized.

The United States demonstrated at trial that Hispanic voters are cohesive, Hispanic and non-

Hispanic voters prefer different candidates in most elections, and non-Hispanic bloc voting

usually defeats the Hispanic-preferred candidates of choice.  Gingles, 478 U.S. at 50-51.  

Hispanic candidates have been unable to win in Port Chester.  The United States’ racial

bloc voting expert, Dr. Lisa Handley, relied on nineteen election contests to reach her opinions

regarding racial polarization, including sixteen endogenous election contests  for the Board of17

Trustees for the Village of Port Chester from 2001 to present  and three exogenous election18

contests involving Hispanic candidates.  Dr. Handley’s reports are found at GX 12 (Handley

Decl. and attached initial expert report, Dec. 14, 2006), received at PI Hng. 1650:21-22; GX 13

(Handley Decl. and attached rebuttal report, Feb. 1, 2007), received at PI Hng. 420:5-7; and GX

46 (Handley Decl. and supplemental report, May 14, 2007), received at Trial 7:23-8:1.

Dr. Handley employed bivariate ecological regression analysis (“BERA”), the technique

authorized by the United States Supreme Court in Gingles, 478 U.S. at 52-53,  Ecological

Inference (“EI”), and homogeneous precinct analysis to determine how voters cast their ballots in



 The courts have also accepted EI and homogenous precinct analysis as permissible19

means of estimating voter behavior.  See, e.g., Cottier v. City of Martin, 445 F.3d 1113, 1118
(8th Cir. 2006) (“The district court relied on three proven approaches to evaluating elections:
homogenous precinct analysis, bivariate ecological regression analysis, and ecological
inference.”); Rodriguez, 308 F. Supp. 2d at 388 (three judge court) (accepting Dr. Handley’s use
of EI).

 Dr. Handley did not have sign-in data for her initial report.  The sign-in or turnout data20

is a more reliable predictor of voter behavior because it takes into account who voted as opposed
to who was registered to vote.  However, her analysis of voting patterns utilizing Hispanic sign-
in data did not change any conclusions about any specific election contest previously analyzed or
the general conclusion regarding the presence of polarized voting in Port Chester elections.  

21

these nineteen election contests.   In her initial report, Dr. Handley used registration data to19

estimate voter behavior. (GX 12.)  In her rebuttal and supplemental reports, Dr. Handley used

sign-in or voter turnout data to estimate voter behavior.   (GX 13.)  The results of Dr. Handley’s20

analysis using sign-in data for the 2001-06 Board of Trustee election contests are as follows:
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Estimates of the Percent of Votes Cast by Non-Hispanic and Hispanic
Voters for Each Candidate

Non-Hispanic Votes Hispanic Votes

Bivariate
ecological
regression
estimates

(Homogeneous
precinct estimates)

EI estimates EI estimates

Bivariate
ecological
regression
estimates

2001 Trustee
DiRoberto, Gerard 22.9 (23.7) 22.6 50.4 47.3

Napoli, Anthony 31.7 (30.5) 31.3 .4 -2.3
Paturzo, Anthony 27.3 (26.3) 26.9 .6 -1.5

Ruiz, Ceasar 18.1 (19.5) 17.9 60.0 56.6

2006 Trustee
Colangelo, Daniel 20.1 (19.6) 20.1 7.4 6.3

Antaki, Michael 15.6 (15.4) 16.1 9.6 11.7
Pilla, Dennis 32.6 (33.1) 32.7 42.6 44.9

Brakewood, Daniel 31.6 (31.9) 31.9 34.7 37.1

2005 Trustee
Sorensen, Robert 25.6 (25.7) 24.5 24.9 15.7

Crane, John 30.8 (30.4) 29.2 20.1 4.8
Capeci, Anne 22.3 (22.4) 22.8 26.6 31.1
Grey, Jeffrey 21.3 (21.5) 23.2 29.3 48.5

2004 Trustee
Cicatelli, Domenick 28.4 (27.2) 27.9 7.0 -2.8

DiRoberto, Gerard 18.7 (19.9) 18.9 45.9 53.6
Manning, Ken 31.5 (29.7) 30.7 .5 -14.2

Pilla, Dennis 21.4 (23.2) 21.2 58.7 63.3

2003 Trustee
Ciccone, Peter 31.0 (29.8) 30.6 .5 -1.3

Colangelo, Daniel 31.8 (30.6) 31.7 .4 6.6
Grey, Jeffrey 18.7 (19.9) 18.3 53.3 49.9

Saline, Anthony 18.5 (19.7) 18.5 52.2 51.4

2002 Trustee
Crane, John 27.3 (26.1) 26.9 12.5 4.9

Korff, Christine 20.0 (21.6) 20.6 46.4 55.0
Saline, Anthony 22.7 (24.1) 22.7 48.1 51.1

Sorensen, Robert 30.0 (28.2) 29.2 .8 -10.9
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The results of Dr. Handley’s analysis using sign-in data for the 2001-07 Mayoral election

contests are as follows:

Non-Hispanic Voters Hispanic Voters

Bivariate
ecological
regression
estimates

(homogeneous
precinct

estimates)

EI estimates EI estimates

Bivariate
ecological
regression
estimates

2001 Mayor
Logan, Gerald 55.4 (54.1) 54.6 12.6 4.4
Korff, Christine 44.6 (45.9) 45.6 85.5 95.6

2003 Mayor
Logan, Gerald 54.7 (53.5) 55.7 19.4 30.4
Capeci, Anne 45.3 (46.5) 44.4 80.4 69.6

2005 Mayor
Logan, Gerald 58.3 (58.0) 53.5 47.1 3.8
Cuddy, Richard 41.7 (42.0) 46.5 52.6 96.2

2007 Mayor
Pilla, Dennis 50.3 (52.3) 49.5 78.3 79.0
Cicatelli, Domenick 49.7 (47.7) 50.3 23.0 21.0

One of Defendants’ racial bloc voting experts, Dr. Weber,  also used sign-in or turnout

data to analyze voter behavior and also used ecological regression and EI to determine how

voters cast their ballots.  Defendants’ other racial bloc voting expert, Dr. Gaddie, wrote a report,

but did not testify at trial regarding racial bloc voting.  Although both Dr. Handley and Dr.

Weber attempted to determine voting behavior for election contests prior to 2001, both experts

agreed that the data for these contests were not as reliable as the contests from 2001 to present. 

(PI Hng. 499:14-24 (Handley); 506:11–507:14 (Handley); 991:15–994:23 (Weber); 1012:2-8
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(Weber).)

Dr. Handley also examined three exogenous elections involving minority candidates:

Contest

Estimates of the Percent of Votes Cast by Non-
Hispanic and Hispanic Voters 

for Each Candidate

Non-Hispanic Voters Hispanic Voters

% of Votes
Received

Bivariate
regression
estimate

(homogeneous
precinct
estimate)

EI
Estimate

EI Estimate

2000 Family Court
Judge
Guarino, Annette 26.0 33.5 (33.2) 29.8 3.4
Klein, Gerry 18.4  23.5 (23.5) 23.1 .4
Klein, David 27.1 20.6 (21.1) 19.1 70.9
Horowitz, Nilda M. 27.0 20.4 (20.4) 20.0 66.5
Clark, Mary 1.4 1.9 (1.7) 1.6 .8

2001 District
Attorney
Castro, Anthony 39.6 36.0 (36.3) 33.1 83.0
Pirro, Jeanine 58.7 61.6 (62.0) 64.9 19.0
Kennedy, Brian 1.7 2.0 (2.0) 1.5 2.0

2005: District
Attorney
DiFiore, Janet 52.8 60.5 (59.5) 61.3 12.9
Castro, Anthony 45.5 37.3 (38.8) 36.5 87.7
Decintio, Anthony 1.7 2.3 (1.7) 1.3 3.3

All three of these contests were polarized, with Hispanic voters from Port Chester supporting a

different candidate (or set of candidates) than non-Hispanic voters from Port Chester.  In the 

District Attorney contests that included Anthony Castro (2001 and 2005), for example, the

overwhelming majority of Hispanic voters cast their votes for Castro, while the majority of non-

Hispanic white voters supported his Republican opponents – Jeanine Pirro in 2001 and Janet

DiFiore in 2005.  In both instances, the non-Hispanic candidates defeated the Hispanic-preferred



 In the 2000 Family Court election contest, Nilda M. Horowitz ran under her married21

name instead of her maiden name of Morales. (PI Hng 182:12-184:3 (Vega).)  Horowitz, the
Hispanic-preferred candidate, won the contest.  If the non-Hispanic population believed
Horowitz to be an non-Hispanic candidate, the election contest would have little probative value
because it would be considered a non-Hispanic versus non-Hispanic exogenous election.

25

candidate within Port Chester.   21

1. The Second Gingles Precondition – Hispanic Voters are Cohesive

The second Gingles precondition requires a demonstration that Hispanic voters vote

cohesively.  See Gingles, 478 U.S. at 57.  They do overwhelmingly.  In all sixteen endogenous

election contests Dr. Handley examined, Hispanic voters voted cohesively to support their

candidate of choice.  (Trial 13:6-13 (Handley).)  This was especially true in 2001 when the Board

of Trustee election featured a Hispanic candidate.  Both Dr. Handley and Dr. Weber found that

virtually 100 percent of Hispanic voters cast one of their ballots for Cesar Ruiz, the Hispanic

candidate.  (PI Hng 483:4-484:2 (Handley); DX B, received at 605:11-13 (Revised Preliminary

Report of Dr. Ronald Weber), at 29 (Table 3); id. at 37 ¶ 27.)  Likewise, Hispanic voters also

voted cohesively in the exogenous elections where there were Hispanic candidates. 

Dr. Weber argued that Hispanics cannot be deemed cohesive because of low turnout. 

With the exception of the 2001 Trustee election, the turnout of the Hispanic group is lower than

what Dr. Weber asserted to be a minimum threshold to constitute cohesion.  (PI Hng. 979:11-14

(Weber).)  He defined this minimum threshold as ten percent of the citizen voting age

population. (PI Hng. 971:17–972:8 (Weber).)    Dr. Weber could not identify a scientific basis for

choosing ten percent.  (PI Hng. 976:6–977:23 (Weber).)  Dr. Weber conceded that no court has

ever adopted this standard.  (PI Hng. 977:24–978:2 (Weber).) 

Indeed, every court to have considered the argument that low minority voter turnout



 Dr. Gaddie examined the March 20, 2007 Mayoral election.  He found that Hispanic22

voters were cohesive, using EI analysis.  (GX 86 (Gaddie Report at 23.))

 In the data presented by Dr. Handley in support of her conclusions that non-Hispanic23

White voters and Hispanic voters prefer different candidates and that Hispanic-preferred
candidates usually lose, African American and other minority voters are grouped in with white
voters to comprise the non-Hispanic voting bloc. As the court noted in the preliminary injunction
ruling: “Thus to the extent, if any, the African-American voters actually tend to vote in a manner

26

might defeat a Section 2 claim has rejected it, and with good reason: 

if low voter turnout could defeat a section 2 claim, excluded minority voters would find
themselves in a vicious cycle: their exclusion from the political process would increase
apathy, which in turn would undermine their ability to bring a legal challenge to the
discriminatory practices, which would perpetuate low voter turnout, and so on. 

United States v. Blaine County, 363 F.3d 897, 911 (9th Cir. 2004); Uno v. City of Holyoke, 72

F.3d 973, 987 (1st Cir. 1995); Harvell v. Blytheville Sch. Dist., 71 F.3d 1382, 1387 (8th Cir.

1995); Marengo County Comm’n, 731 F.2d at 1563.  The bloc voting analysis examines the

“estimate of the percentage of voters at the polls (as opposed to a percentage of the voters in the

voting population generally).”  City of Niagara Falls, 65 F.3d at 1009 n.11.

Dr. Weber conceded that if the court did not adopt the ten percent minimum threshold

requirement, then Hispanic voters in Port Chester were cohesive in their voting in 13 of the 15

Trustee and Mayoral elections between 2001 and 2006.  (PI Hng. 974:1-976:5 (Weber).)   In 1022

of the 15 election contests, Dr. Weber found that Hispanic voters were strongly cohesive.  In

addition, Port Chester’s second racial bloc voting expert, Dr. Gaddie, conceded that Hispanic

voters are cohesive.  (GX 91 (Gaddie Dep. 159:10–160:25).)  

2. The Third Gingles Precondition – White Bloc Voting Usually Defeats
the Preferred Candidates of Hispanic Voters

The third Gingles precondition requires plaintiffs to demonstrate that white voters vote as

a bloc to “usually defeat the minority’s preferred candidate.”  Gingles, 478 U.S. at 51.   The23



more comparable to the Hispanic citizens of Port Chester than the non-Hispanic white citizens of
Port Chester, the polarization data actually understates the separation between the Hispanic and
non-Hispanic white communities in the Village.” (PI Ruling at 22.)
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third Gingles precondition is satisfied here.  In analyzing the Board of Trustee and Mayoral

elections in Port Chester, Dr. Handley found polarized voting in 13 of the 16 elections and found

that non-Hispanic voters voted as a bloc to defeat the Hispanic voters candidate of choice in 12

of 16 elections.  (Trial 13:14-20 (Handley).)  The exogenous elections also demonstrated that

non-Hispanic voters usually vote to defeat the candidate of choice of Hispanic voters.

Dr. Handley’s analysis comports with the bright line standard in Niagara Falls, for

determining a minority-preferred candidate: 

For purposes of analyzing the third prong of Gingles, in §  2 cases in which the
plaintiffs seek to replace an at-large, multimember electoral system with a series
of single-member districts of which one or more would be a so-called majority-
minority district, a candidate cannot be “minority-preferred” if that candidate
receives support from fewer than 50% of minority voters.   

When a candidate receives support from 50% or more of minority voters in a
general election, a court need not treat the candidate as minority-preferred when
another candidate receiving greater support in the primary failed to reach the
general election.   Finally, even if a candidate receives 50% or more of the
minority vote, a court need not treat the candidate as minority-preferred if another
candidate receives significantly higher support. . . . 

This rule means that, in any given election in a multimember scheme – where
more than one contestant is elected to office in one election – a court may treat
more than one candidate as the “minority’s preferred candidate,” or none at all.

City of Niagara Falls, 65 F.3d at 1019 (paragraph breaks added); see also Goosby, 180 F.3d at

493 (polarization indicated where no winning candidate received 50% of minority vote in general

elections in the town).  In this case, there are no primaries; party nominees are selected by a

nominating committee and then confirmed in a caucus system.  See infra Section C.4.  Here, in
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all 16 endogenous elections a minority-preferred candidate can be established; and only four of

the 16 winning candidates received the equivalent of 50 percent of the Hispanic vote.

Dr. Handley used a functional test for the third Gingles precondition.  Whites are block

voting when they are consistently voting for candidates other than the Hispanic-preferred

candidate such that the Hispanic-preferred candidates are usually defeated.  (PI Hng. 467:1-16.) 

Dr. Weber disagreed with the standard used by Dr. Handley to determine whether Hispanic-

preferred candidates are usually defeated and would require that 60 percent of non-Hispanics

would have to vote to defeat the Hispanic-preferred candidate.  A review of the case law

demonstrates that Dr. Handley’s approach is the correct one.

There is no mathematical or numerical threshold for determining the existence of

polarized or bloc voting for the existence of Section 2, and no court has adopted Dr. Weber’s 60

percent threshold.  Instead, legally significant racial polarization exists “where there is ‘a

consistent relationship between [the] race of the voter and the way in which the voter votes’ ... or

to put it differently, where [minority] voters and white voters vote differently.”  Gingles, 478

U.S. at 53.  Other circuit courts have adopted the same functional test used by Dr. Handley.  The

Second Circuit stated in Niagara Falls that “we think that the ballot box provides the best and

most objective proxy for determining who constitutes a representative of choice.” 65 F.3d at

1019; see also Cottier, 445 F.3d at 1122 (“Although Native-Americans predominantly voted for

the Indian-preferred candidates, those candidates lost when the actual votes were counted. 

Because Native-Americans and whites make up more than 99% of Martin’s population, the only

conclusion available is that whites voted as a bloc to defeat the Indian-preferred candidates”);

Jenkins v. Red Clay Consolidated School Dist., 4 F.3d 1103, 1123 (3d Cir. 1993) (“The correct



 The court in City of Niagara Falls also found that it was appropriate to look at minority24

versus white exogenous elections in addition to the endogenous elections.  See id. at 1013, 1015,
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question is not whether white voters demonstrate an unbending or unalterable hostility to

whoever may be the minority group’s representative of choice, but whether, as a practical matter,

the usual result of the bloc voting that exists is the defeat of the minority-preferred candidate.”). 

No candidate received higher support from the Hispanic community than Cesar Ruiz. 

The experts agreed that the most probative trustee contest was the 2001 Board of Trustee

election contest that involved Hispanic candidate Cesar Ruiz.  (PI Hng. 469:4-17 and 473:17-

474:13 (Handley); PI Hng. 983:16-19 and 987:8-16 (Weber).)  Dr. Handley explained in her

report that, “In this election, Ruiz was the clear first choice of Hispanic voters, receiving more

than 56 percent of the Hispanic votes in an election which permitted voters to actually cast two

votes.  Non-Hispanic voters divided their votes among the three white candidates; Ruiz was the

last choice of non-Hispanic voters.  Ruiz lost the contest.”  (GX 13 at 3.)

Dr. Weber asserted that in addition to the 2001 Board of Trustee contest for the Village of

Port Chester, contests for the New York State Attorney General, the 2000 Westchester County

Family Court, and the 2005 Westchester District Attorney are the most significant election

contests that should be reviewed for determining whether non-Hispanic voters in Port Chester

vote as a bloc to defeat the Hispanic-preferred candidate of choice.  (PI Hng. 899:19-904:9.)  Dr.

Weber’s assertion, however, ignores the fact that the Second Circuit has focused instead on

endogenous elections as the most probative for the purposes of a Gingles analysis.  See, e.g.,

Goosby, 180 F.3d at 497; City of Niagara Falls, 65 F.3d at 1002, 1015 n.16.  The Second Circuit

has also affirmed the use of a district court’s review of white versus white endogenous elections

to determine polarized voting in addition to minority versus white contests.  See id. at 1015-19.  24



n.16.  While the court considered white versus white elections there, it found, “[g]iven the stark
evidence of racial polarization in black-white races in City Council elections in Niagara Falls,
evidence of black voter support for candidates in white-white elections or for white candidates in
black-white elections is insufficient to alter the conclusion that the ‘white majority votes
sufficiently as a bloc to enable it . . . usually to defeat the minority’s preferred candidate.’” Id. at
1018.  In this case there is no such disagreement.  The Hispanic versus non-Hispanic election
contests and the non-Hispanic versus non-Hispanic contests both demonstrate racial bloc voting.

 Two contests that Dr. Weber identified as important are the two positions for Family25

Court Judge in 2000.  While there were two positions being contested, only one included a
Hispanic candidate, and this Hispanic candidate may not have been widely perceived by voters to
be Hispanic.  Certainly the position that did not include a Hispanic candidate – the position won
by David Klein – was not probative; this was simply a white-versus-white exogenous contest.  If
Nilda M. Horowitz was not perceived as Hispanic,  then this contest was not particularly
probative either.  Dr. Weber picked the election because it met his idiosyncratic 10 percent
threshold for cohesion.  (PI Hng. 983:3-10 (Weber).)  Another contest identified by Dr. Weber as
important was the State Attorney General contest in 2002.  This election did include a Hispanic
candidate, who was not, however, the Hispanic-preferred candidate.  (PI Hng. 900:20-901:3  
(Weber).)  Thus, this contest does not show what white voters would do when presented with a
Hispanic candidate supported by Hispanic voters.
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Three of the six elections identified by Dr. Weber would be considered white versus white

exogenous elections or the equivalent.   These election contests have little probative value.25

In endogenous election contests it is clear that Hispanic-preferred candidates of choice are

defeated by non-Hispanic bloc voting.  In all ten Board of Trustee contests between 2001 and

2005, the Hispanic candidates of choice were different from the non-Hispanic candidates of

choice – and the latter won nine of those ten elections.  (In 2006, the candidates of choice for

Hispanic voters and non-Hispanic voters were the same, so the election was not polarized.  There

was no 2007 Board of Trustee election because this Court enjoined the election.)  The same

pattern held true in campaigns for Mayor in 2001, 2003, and 2005: the Hispanic candidate of

choice was defeated in each of these elections. 

In 2007, the Hispanic candidate of choice prevailed, when the non-Hispanic votes were

evenly split.  But this election should not carry the same probative weight as other Mayoral
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elections under the doctrine of special circumstances.  Relevant case law permits the Court to

consider the impact of the filing of a Section 2 lawsuit.  In Gingles, the Supreme Court explained

that:

the District Court could appropriately take account of the circumstances surrounding
recent black electoral success in deciding its significance to appellees’ claim. In
particular, as the Senate Report makes clear, the court could properly notice the fact that
black electoral success increased markedly in the 1982 election – an election that
occurred after the instant lawsuit had been filed – and could properly consider to what
extent the pendency of this very litigation worked a one-time advantage for black
candidates in the form of unusual organized political support by white leaders concerned
to forestall single-member districting.

Gingles, 478 U.S. at 76 (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).  “To invoke the special

circumstances doctrine regarding an election that occurred after a Section 2 lawsuit is filed,

plaintiffs must show that a particular election was surrounded by unusual circumstances. Those

unusual circumstances must demonstrate that the election was not representative of the typical

way in which the electoral process functions. The focus is voter behavior, not voter motivation.” 

Ruiz v. City of Santa Maria, 160 F.3d 543, 557 (9th Cir. 1998).

In this case, there are special or unusual circumstances which caution against providing

the same weight to the 2007 Mayoral election as to previous Mayoral elections.  First, the

election was held after the United States had filed this suit and the Court had enjoined the 2007

election for the Board of Trustees.  For the first time in Port Chester’s history, the Mayoral

election was held without elections for the Board of Trustees.  (Trial 761:11-14 (Cicatelli).) 

Second, the Mayoral campaign was a single issue campaign about whether Port Chester should

settle the case with the United States or continue to fight.  Mayoral candidate and current Vice-

Mayor Domenick Cicatelli stated that the voting rights issue took on a life of its own to the



 Cicatelli testified that the voting rights case had taken on a life of its own such that26

“other issues that were important . . . were being ignored.”  (Trial 735:10-14 (Cicatelli).)  He
characterized the Journal News endorsement of his opponent, Dennis Pilla, as a single issue
endorsement, stating that “the only issue that took over . . . was the Department of Justice case.” 
(Trial 736:11-12 (Cicatelli).)

 Cicatelli’s campaign produced several flyers devoted entirely to the lawsuit.  A two-27

sided flyer designed to look like a letter from Cicatelli stated that giving in to the Justice
Department would place the City at risk for a lawsuit by a “disgruntled citizen.”  (GX 70
(Cicatelli “Uniting Our Strengths” Flyer), received at Trial 737:24-25.)  Cicatelli’s testimony
revealed that this disgruntled citizen was actually his own running mate, Trustee candidate Bart
Didden.  (Trial 743:22-744:13 and 748:16-749:18 (Cicatelli).)  

In another campaign flyer devoted to the lawsuit, Cicatelli was characterized as the
candidate that would “fight” the federal government.  (GX 77, received at Trial 244:23-24.)  In
yet another two-sided campaign flyer, Cicatelli portrayed himself the candidate who “opposes the
divisive federal government plan.”  (GX 71 (Cicatelli “You Deserve Better” Flyer), received at
Trial 746:8-10.)  The reverse side of the flyer makes a reference to Pilla as the candidate who
will “surrender to the federal government.” (GX 71; Trial 746:10–748:13 (Cicatelli).)
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exclusion of all other issues.  (Trial 766:22-25 (Cicatelli).)   Almost every campaign ad or flyer26

focused on this lawsuit.  (Trial 735:3-748:7 (Cicatelli).)27

Even if one does not take into account the doctrine of special circumstances, non-

Hispanic bloc voting defeated the Hispanic-preferred candidate in 12 of 16 elections (75 %).

(Trial 13:14-20 (Handley).)  Although Dr. Gaddie did not testify at trial regarding racial bloc

voting, his review of the racial bloc voting analysis of the endogenous elections led him to the

conclusion that for the period 2001 to 2006, voting was polarized and Hispanic-preferred

candidates of choice were defeated by non-Hispanic bloc voting.  (GX 91 (Gaddie Dep. 159:15-

160:25).)  Dr. Gaddie also suggested in his report that there were large confidence intervals

around the statistical estimates that could raise a question about whether certain candidates were

Hispanic-preferred, or whether they could have been supported by non-Hispanic voters.  Dr.

Handley explained at trial, however, that Dr. Gaddie calculated the confidence intervals

incorrectly, and that he used the wrong standard errors to calculate Dr. Handley’s confidence
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intervals.  (Trial 17:15-18:25 (Handley).)  Dr. Handley’s standard errors were smaller than the

ones that Dr. Gaddie had used.  Id.  Therefore, there was no ambiguity as to who were the

Hispanic-preferred and the non-Hispanic-preferred candidates.

Finally, Port Chester has made the suggestion that partisanship, and not racial

polarization, is the cause of the bloc voting.  The second and third Gingles preconditions,

however, address how people have voted, and not the reasons why they voted as they did.  The

effect of partisanship is simply not a proper inquiry under Gingles.  See Goosby, 180 F.3d at 493. 

The United States has therefore proven all three Gingles preconditions.

C. Under the Totality of the Circumstances, Port Chester’s At-Large System Violates
the Voting Rights Act

In Gingles, the Supreme Court emphasized that the two most important Senate Factors

are (1) the “extent to which minority group members have been elected to public office in the

jurisdiction” and (2) the “extent to which voting in the elections of the state or political

subdivision is racially polarized.”  478 U.S. at 48 n.15.  If those factors are present, the other

factors “are supportive of, but not essential to, a minority voter’s claim.”  Id.  These two Senate

factors (Factors # 2 and # 7) are plainly met here.  The election results discussed above leave no

doubt that voting in Port Chester is polarized along ethnic lines (Senate Factor # 2).    No

Hispanic candidate has ever been elected to public office in Port Chester (Senate Factor # 7). 

These factors are discussed in greater detail below.  

Having met the Gingles preconditions, and satisfied the two most important Senate

Factors, the United States need not show more.  “[N]o specified number of factors need be

proved, and . . . it is not necessary for a majority of the factors to favor one position or another.”

Goosby, 180 F.3d at 492.  As the following discussion demonstrates, however, the United States
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has offered evidence to prove every Senate Factor, the majority of which cannot be (and have not

ultimately been) disputed in the context of this case – Port Chester employs an at-large system

with staggered terms (Senate Factor # 3), Hispanics in Port Chester bear the effects of past

discrimination in education, employment, and health that hinder their ability to participate in the

political process (Senate Factor # 5), recent political campaigns in Port Chester have included

racial and ethnic appeals concerning Hispanics (Senate Factor # 6), and no Hispanic has ever

been elected to any office in Port Chester (Senate Factor # 7).  

1. There Is a History of Official Discrimination in Westchester County, 
Including Port Chester, Against Hispanics (Senate Factor # 1)

The United States offered extensive evidence of the history of discrimination against

Hispanics in New York State, Westchester County, and Port Chester, thereby satisfying Senate

Factor # 1.  Professor Robert Courtney Smith, an expert witness who specializes in the

experiences of Hispanics in New York, testified that there is a history of discrimination against

Hispanics in New York State, in Westchester County, and in Port Chester, particularly in the area

of voting.  (PI Hng. 372:20–373:10 (Smith).)  Professor Smith testified that until 1966, New

York State required all voters to pass a literacy test in English, which had the effect of excluding

Spanish speakers from voting: “[I]t was the law of the land that you had to speak English to vote. 

So if you didn’t speak English, it was legally okay to exclude you from the vote.”  (Id. at 374:5-8

(Smith); see also Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, 644 (1966) (“Under these laws many of

the several hundred thousand New York City residents who have migrated there from the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico had previously been denied the right to vote . . . .”).)  The English



 Port Chester objected to the relevance of instances of discrimination in New York State28

generally as not being probative of what was happening in Port Chester.  (PI Hng.
375:18–376:2.)  Apart from the obvious point that Port Chester, being part of New York State,
applied discriminatory state laws and practices such as a literacy test, “there is nothing to suggest
that courts are forbidden to consider discrimination committed by parties other than the relevant
political subdivision.”  Gomez v. City of Watsonville, 863 F.2d 1407, 1418 (9th Cir. 1988); New
Rochelle Voter Defense Fund v. City of New Rochelle, 308 F. Supp. 2d 152, 159-60 (S.D.N.Y.
2003) (considering countywide discrimination). 

 Professor Smith’s analysis of the history of discrimination is laid out in greater detail in29

his expert report.  (GX 22 (Expert Report of Prof. Robert Courtney Smith, Nov. 22, 2006), ¶¶ 5-
22, received at PI Hng. 1650: 21-22.)  In particular, Professor Smith addresses a 2006 State
Senate race in a district in Yonkers, in which blacks and Hispanics were disproportionately the
target of efforts to challenge voters as having incorrect registration addresses.  (GX 22 (Smith
Decl.), ¶ 22.) 
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language literacy test, of course, was applied in Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 374:25–375:4 (Smith).)   28

Professor Smith also testified that until a court challenge in 1974, Spanish-language voters in

New York City were unable to obtain language assistance at the polls.   (See id. at 374:9-20

(Smith); see also Torres v. Sachs, 381 F. Supp. 309, 313 (S.D.N.Y. 1974) (ordering the New

York City Board of Elections to provide Spanish language materials and assistance).)  

Professor Smith further testified that there was a history of discrimination against

Hispanics in Westchester County generally.   Professor Smith pointed to the lawsuit against the29

Yonkers Board of Education in 1985, in which the Court concluded that Yonkers had

intentionally discriminated against Hispanics, among other minorities, in the areas of housing

and education.  (PI Hng. 376:22–377:5 (Smith).)  Since the preparation of Professor Smith’s

report, there has been additional evidence of discrimination against Hispanics in Westchester

County.  By decision dated November 20, 2006, Judge McMahon found that the Village of

Mamaroneck, a few miles from Port Chester, intentionally discriminated against Hispanics in the

course of a law enforcement campaign against day laborers, such that “not only the day laborers



 The Consent Decree was entered in United States of America v. Westchester County;30

Westchester County Board of Elections; et al., 05 Civ. 0650 (CM).  A copy of the Consent
Decree was annexed as Exhibit 5 to the Kennedy Declaration.  The Consent Decree was not
offered into evidence in the trial of this matter, but the United States respectfully requests that the
Court take judicial notice of a court order filed in this courthouse.
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but all Latino men risked being subjected to police harassment and intimidation for doing

nothing more than standing on the sidewalks of Mamaroneck.  Such race-consciousness in law

enforcement activity is clearly impermissible.” John Does v. Village of Mamaroneck et al., 462

F. Supp. 2d 520, 552 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).

Turning specifically to Port Chester, Professor Smith analyzed the 2005 Consent Decree

between Westchester County and the United States, in which Westchester County agreed to

provide Spanish language assistance at the polls, as a “yardstick for valuating what a reasonable

measure of Spanish language voter support would be” for Port Chester’s March elections.  (PI

Hng. 386:23–387:3 (Smith).)   Under the Consent Decree, Port Chester is required to provide at30

least one bilingual poll worker in districts with over 100 registered voters with Spanish

surnames.  (Id. at 388:13-25 (citing Consent Decree ¶ 12(a)).  Although at least 10 of Port

Chester’s 16 election districts had over 100 registered voters with Spanish surnames, Port

Chester “never had more than two or three of the polling sites actually covered by Spanish

speaking poll workers.”  (Id. 388:23-25.)  Professor Smith made this determination, moreover, on

the basis of Port Chester’s own records of poll workers, which only recently indicated whether a

poll worker spoke Spanish, supplemented by a surname analysis of the poll workers’ last names

to include poll workers who likely spoke Spanish.  (Id. at 388:2-12; 390:9-18.)  

Port Chester’s own employees confirmed Professor Smith’s conclusions.  Deputy Village

Clerk Joan Marino testified that she was responsible for assigning four poll workers (also known
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as election inspectors), two from each of the Democratic and Republican affiliation, to each of

Port Chester’s sixteen polling places.  (Trial 79:19–80:2 (Marino).)  Marino testified, however,

that the Clerk’s office did not make it a practice to appoint inspectors who spoke Spanish for

election districts that had high numbers of Spanish speakers in them.  (Id. at 80:10-14.)  Marino

testified that, for example, the Republican and Democratic lists of election inspectors provided to

Port Chester by the Town of Rye that were used for the 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005

elections never indicated whether any election inspector spoke Spanish, and Marino made no

effort to determine whether any election inspector spoke Spanish.  (Trial 80:20–86:16 (Marino);

GX 49 (2001 Schedule), received at 81:7-10; GX 50 (2002 Schedule), received at 83:13-15; GX

51 (2003 Schedule), received at 84:19-22; GX 52 (2004 Schedule), received at 85:18-22).  In

2005, however, the list of election inspectors did include asterisks to indicate which election

inspectors spoke Spanish.  (Trial 86:17–87:17; GX 53 (2005 Schedule), received at Trial 87:1-4.) 

Although that list included three Republican and one Democratic inspectors who spoke Spanish

(Trial 87:11-25, id. at 91:6-16), Marino only used one of the three Spanish-speaking Republicans

and the one Democrat (Trial at 89:1–91:5, 91:14-16; see also GX 87 (Pay Vouchers for 2005

Election), received at 88:22-25).  Thus, of the 64 election inspectors who worked in the 2005

Village election, only two spoke Spanish.  (Trial 92:2-4 (Marino).)  

Similarly, for the 2006 Village election, Marino knew that based upon the lists of eligible

poll workers (which included asterisks to indicate Spanish language ability) and her own

personal knowledge that there were one Republican and five Democratic inspectors who spoke

Spanish (Trial 92:21–96:5 (Marino), GX 54 (2006 Schedule), received at 92:17-20) – yet only

three inspectors were actually used, all Democratic. (Trial 96:6-17 (Marino).)  Thus of the 64
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election inspectors who worked in the 2006 Village election, only three spoke Spanish, and all

were Democratic.  

In the 2007 Village election, held after this suit was filed and after the hearing on the

preliminary injunction, Port Chester designated on its pay schedule – for the first time – which

election inspectors spoke Spanish.  (GX 55 (2007 Pay Schedule), received at 96:15-18; Trial at

96:23–97:17.)  Moreover, Port Chester obtained from the Westchester County Board of Elections

– for the first time – a list of bilingual inspectors.  (GX 56 (List of Bilingual Inspectors for the

Town of Rye), received at Trial 98:25–99:4.)  Marino conceded she had never ever asked

Westchester County or Rye Town for a list of bilingual inspectors before.  (Trial 99:20-22

(Marino).)  Fourteen bilingual inspectors worked in the 2007 Village election, more than ever

before.  (Id. at 99:23–100:7.)  Port Chester began to comply with its obligations to provide

language assistance only after this suit was filed and witnesses testified to the failure of Port

Chester to provide Spanish language assistance at the polls.

The failure of Port Chester to provide for a sufficient number of Spanish-speaking poll

workers is striking evidence of the continuing history of discrimination against Hispanics, and

Spanish-speakers, at the polling place:

It is simply fundamental that voting instructions and ballots, in addition to any
other material which forms part of the official communication to registered voters
prior to an election, must be in Spanish as well as English, if the vote of Spanish-
speaking citizens is not to be seriously impaired.  Simple logic also requires that
the assistance given to the plaintiff class of voters at the polls on election day by
trained representatives of the Board of Elections be in a language they understand,
in order that their vote will be more than a mere physical act void of any
meaningful choice.

Torres, 381 F. Supp. at 312.  This “simple logic” that was evident in 1974 when Torres was

decided, however, was lost on Port Chester, and the failure to offer trained poll workers who
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speak Spanish serves to deny equal exercise of the franchise.  Moreover, former Village Clerk

Richard Falanka conceded that although the Clerk’s office was available to receive election-

related complaints on Village Election day in March, no employee in the Clerk’s office was

specifically tasked with handling Spanish-language complaints, and that there would be no one at

all in Town Hall who spoke Spanish and who would be available in the hours between 7:00 a.m.

and 9:00 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.  (PI Hng. 1272:20-23, 1273:1-22 (Falanka).)  Among

the documents Port Chester introduced into evidence to show a lack of complaints about

Spanish-language assistance actually proved the opposite.  In the November 2002 election, a

caller named Jill Soto reported to the Board of Elections that she observed a poll inspector telling

a voter that that voter could not vote because he did not speak English.  (DX J, received at 794:5-

11; PI Hng. 806:7–807:4 (Sunderland)).  

Both a poll worker, Luz Marina Chavista, and a poll observer, John Palma, testified about

the problems Hispanics and Spanish-speaking voters face at the polls.  Ms. Chavista testified that

she was trained as an election inspector in 2002, and worked in six elections in Port Chester. 

(Trial 838:5-8, 839:16-17 (Chavista).)  Even though she was occasionally at polling places with

large numbers of Spanish speakers, Chavista testified, on only one occasion did she observe

another Spanish-speaking election inspector.  (Id. at 843:16–844:8.)  Chavista recalled that, in

general, other election inspectors treated Spanish-speaking and Hispanic voters differently from

whites, in that Spanish-speaking voters were asked to provide photo identification, and were not

greeted or welcomed by the election inspectors as whites were.  (Id. at 844:18–848:7.)  Chavista

also recalled specific incidents, in which a white voter whose name was not in the registration

book was provided with an affidavit ballot, but a Hispanic family whose names were not in the
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registration book were not provided with affidavit ballots until Chavista interceded on their

behalf.  (Id. at 848:8–849:25.) 

Chavista testified to one particularly revealing incident.  Chavista testified that in the

2006 Village election,  she observed a Spanish-speaking voter appear uncertain of how to use the

voting machine.  Chavista showed the voter how to use the machine, speaking to him in Spanish,

but was reprimanded by another election inspector who appears to have assumed that Chavista

was advising the voter how to vote.   (Id. at 852:17–856:2.)  Port Chester then called as a witness

the very election inspector who reprimanded Chavista, Joann Villanova, who admitted that she

did not speak any Spanish (Trial 925:17-18 (Villanova)), but could somehow divine what

Chavista was discussing with the voter.  (Id. at 916:2-14.)  Indeed, Villanova stated that in all of

the Town and Village elections in which she had worked before, which she estimated to be

between 25 and 30 times, the 2006 Village election with Chavista was the first time she had ever

seen a Spanish-speaking election inspector at the polls.  (Id. at 926:21–927:3.)  Villanova

admitted that under election guidelines, an election inspector of one political affiliation could

explain how to use the machine (as Chavista claimed) without an election inspector of the

opposite political affiliation present, but could not translate the ballot in that situation.   (Id. at

933:15-934:2.)  Villanova admitted that she did not, in fact, know what Chavista was saying to

the voter, but insisted anyway that she could tell if it was improper.  (Id. at 934:3-936:25.)  

Port Chester’s reliance on Villanova’s testimony was not only insufficient to rebut

Chavista’s description of what actually happened, but also unwise, in that Villanova was a

striking example of Port Chester’s failure to follow its own alleged practices.   As an initial

matter, it is difficult to see how election inspectors of two different political affiliations can
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ensure that the ballot is being translated correctly if there is only one Spanish-speaking election

inspector available.  Moreover, Deputy Clerk Marino sought to explain Port Chester’s failure to

designate Spanish-speaking election inspectors by testifying that “we go off the list” of eligible

election inspectors from Rye Town, which for many years did not indicate whether the eligible

election inspectors spoke Spanish (Trial 118:14-15 (Marino); see also PI Hng. 1277:14-15

(Falanka) (“We hire off the list that’s provided to us by the Town of Rye.”)).  In addition, Port

Chester’s counsel represented to the Court that, “Port Chester has to hire poll workers off of a list

given to us by Rye Town.  We can’t go out and hire a poll worker on our own.”  (PI Hng. 437:17-

20.)  Yet that is exactly what Port Chester did in the case of Ms. Villanova.  Joann Villanova was

not on the list of eligible election inspectors used for the 2006 Village election.  (GX 53; Trial

942:16—945:18 (Villanova).)  Villanova was hired anyway to work in the 2006 Village Election

even when eligible, Spanish-speaking election inspectors were not.  (See supra.)  And the likely

reason Villanova was not on the list was because, as she admitted, she had not received election

inspector training since the mid-1990s (Trial 929:22–931:5 (Villanova)), and therefore was in no

position to challenge Chavista’s understanding of proper election inspector practices.

Many of Chavista’s observations were echoed by John Palma.  Palma testified that he

decided to become an election observer “to make sure that no one was turned away from being

able to vote.”  (Trial 131:8-9 (Palma).)  In the four elections that he observed, during which time

he worked from approximately 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. (id. at 131:12-15, 133:7-15), he observed that

prior to the 2007 Village election there were no Spanish-speaking election inspectors. (Id. at

133:25–134:24.)  Palma also observed an instance in March of 2006 when a Hispanic male

entered the polling place, went to the table and had a discussion with the election inspector, then



 Professor Smith also pointed to this School Board race as another example of the31

history of discrimination against Hispanics in Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 390:23–391:20 (Smith).)
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turned away without voting; Palma intercepted the individual and directed him back to the table

where, after the election inspector made a phone call, the individual was allowed to vote.  (Id. at

136:12–138:3.)  Palma also observed an instance in the March 2007 election in which a Hispanic

female came in to vote, was not permitted to vote even after the election inspectors placed a

phone call, and left the polling place; shortly thereafter a white male came in to vote, was not

permitted to vote, but after an election inspector placed a phone call the white male was given a

form to fill out.  (Id. at 138:4–141:21.)  Palma, who has dark skin and is a native of Ecuador (id.

at 123:19-21) also testified that in 2004, when he lived in a largely white neighborhood, he went

to vote and, when he gave his address, the election observer asked him, “Are you sure?” (Id. at

144:7–22.) 

Another important historical episode of discrimination against Hispanics in Port Chester

concerned Nelson Rodriguez’s race for School Board.   Nelson Rodriguez ran for School Board31

a total of three times, in 1988, 1991, and 1992.  (PI Hng. 278: 7-15 (Rodriguez).)  In 1991,

Rodriguez and individuals working on his campaign observed large numbers of Hispanic voters

being turned away from the polls.  (Id. at 295:12-14; 296:3-10.)  Rodriguez lost the election by

38 votes, and subsequently obtained affidavits from 41 individuals, all Hispanic, who stated that

they had been turned away from the polls when they tried to vote, even though they were

registered to vote.  (GX 9 (Affidavits, In the Matter of the Application of Nelson Rodriguez),

received at PI Hng. 301:21–302:1); PI Hng. 301:8–302:13 (Rodriguez).)  Rodriguez then

challenged the School Board election results, contending that Hispanic voters were

systematically disenfranchised, allegedly because their names could not be found on the voter



 In an effort to minimize the impact of Mr. Rodriguez’s loss, Port Chester filed a32

declaration from six-term School Board incumbent Dominic Bencivenga claiming, incorrectly,
that Mr. Rodriguez was a first-time candidate.  (PI Hng. 1147:14–1148:6 (Bencivenga).) 
Bencivenga admitted that Port Chester’s attorneys later informed him this was incorrect.  (Id. at
1148:7-17 (Bencivenga).)  

More seriously, Mr. Bencivenga swore in his declaration that the reason the
Commissioner of Elections ordered a new election was not because dozens of Hispanic voters
had been turned away at the polls, but because the election was a “dead heat.”  (Id. at
1149:22–1150:22 (Bencivenga).) 
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registration list.   See Appeal of Nelson Rodriguez, Dec. No. 12,704, at 1 (May 26, 1992),

available at www.counsel.nysed.gov.  The School Commissioner sustained his challenge, finding

that Rodriguez “amply demonstrated that there were irregularities in the conduct of respondent

board’s election,” id. at 4, that the board’s failure to locate the names of Hispanic voters was

“woefully inadequate,” and criticized the failure of the board to offer an affidavit and paper ballot

to voters whose registration was in question.  See id.  The Commissioner ordered a new election,

but Rodriguez lost. (PI Hng. 302:25–303:7 (Rodriguez).)  After losing the third election,

Rodriguez testified, he became “very disgusted with the whole system” and decided not to run

again.  (PI Hng. 305:5 (Rodriguez).)32

Finally, the two public hearings on the United States’ proposed districting plans in 2006

provided additional evidence of how the history of discrimination against Hispanics persists into

the present.  Professor Smith noted that at the public hearings, white speakers generally opposed

the districting plans, while Hispanics and other minorities generally spoke out in favor of them. 

(PI Hng. 392:17-23 (Smith); GX 102 (1:50:35, 2:04:39, 2:07:55, 2:22:50).)  Professor Smith

testified that he found several speakers particularly notable.  First, a Hispanic woman named

Fabiola Montoya spoke at the hearing and stated that “Port Chester is already divided, ladies and

gentlemen.”  (GX 102 (1:41:30–1:41:40); PI Hng. 394:22–395:8 (Smith).)  An attorney who



 As the Court has previously recognized, Mr. Vitagliano was appointed special counsel33

to the Voting Rights Commission after calling upon New York’s congressional representatives to
exclude Port Chester from the Voting Rights Act.  (PI Ruling at 29 (“That a lawyer would make
such a suggestion is unusual enough, but the fact that the Village subsequently named this
individual as counsel to the newly formed Voting Rights Commission in the Village was, to say
the least, a surprise.”).)

 Of course, Hispanics are not the minority in Port Chester, and have not been since at34

least the year 2000.  The woman who made that statement, Goldie Solomon, has run for public
office in Port Chester on several occasions, and in her 1991 race for Mayor of Port Chester
received 1301 votes against at least five-time incumbent Peter Iasillo, who received 1918 votes. 
(GX 4 (1991 Canvass)). 
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represents Port Chester in this matter, Aldo Vitagliano, also spoke at the hearing, and called upon

Port Chester’s representatives in Congress to sponsor an amendment to the Voting Rights Act

that would exempt Port Chester from its scope:

As I understand it, the Voting Rights Act was extended this past year.  I’d like to
ask representatives of Senator Clinton, Senator Schumer, and Representative Nita
Lowey’s office whether they have sponsored amendments to that legislation
which would have exempted our village from being subjected to this . . . . I’d like
you to ask our federal representatives to sponsor amendments to the Voting Rights
Act to protect us from having to waste taxpayer dollars on defending this lawsuit. 
Have you as a Board asked them to do this?  These amendments are common in
Congress.  Have our representatives do their job.

(GX 102 (42:45–43:55).)   At another particularly relevant moment in the first public hearing,33

confusion arose over the procedures used to translate the public comments into Spanish, and a

woman later identified as Goldie Solomon can be heard to say, referring to Hispanics:  “They

have to wait.  They’re in the minority.”  (GX 102 (59:45–1:00:05).)   Finally, at the second34

public hearing on October 23, 2006,  one Hispanic woman who spoke in favor of a district plan

was interrupted by hecklers shouting, “Twenty-six to a house!”  (GX 101 (08:15).)  A review of

both hearing video recordings demonstrates what Professor Smith characterized as “repeated

heckling” of Hispanic speakers, as “part of the social dynamic of the hearing.”  (PI Hng. 398:22-



 The degree of polarization is similar for the Mayoral election contests where Hispanic35

support for the preferred Mayoral candidate is approximately 80 percent (where only two
candidates run).  See supra at 23.
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23 (Smith).)  In addition, Rev. Ariel Acosta attended one of the hearings and heard heckling that

was not picked up on the video recording.  Rev. Acosta testified that he heard a heckler saying

“Latinos don’t belong here.”  (PI Hng. 881:21–882:1 (Acosta).)   The hostility of these

individuals in Port Chester merely to the consideration of an alternative to the at-large voting

scheme demonstrates that the history of discrimination against Hispanics in Port Chester

continues to the present.

2. Voting in Port Chester is Polarized by Race and Ethnicity (Senate Factor # 2)

The two most important Senate Factors are the extent of polarization (Senate Factor #2)

and the lack of success of Hispanic candidates (Senate Factor # 7).  See Gingles, 478 U.S. at 48

n.15.  Senate Factor 2 strongly supports the United States’ position in this case.  Dr. Handley

found significant polarization in the number of elections that were polarized.   Hispanic voters

are cohesive in all 16 endogenous elections she examined, Hispanic and non-Hispanic voters

prefer different candidates in 13 of 16 endogenous elections or 80 percent of the time, and non-

Hispanic bloc voting defeats the Hispanic-preferred candidates of choice in 12 out of 16 elections

or 75 percent of the time.  (Trial 13:10-20 (Handley)). 

The degree of polarization is also significant.  In 9 of 12 election contests, the Hispanic

voters provided the Hispanic-preferred candidates with more than 40% of their vote in a four

candidate election contest with voters being allowed to cast a ballot for two candidates.  (GX 13,

(Handley Reply Decl.), received at PI Hng. 420:5-7, at 1-3.)  In contrast, the non-Hispanic

preferred candidates received virtually no support from Hispanic voters in most of these races.35



 See Hall v. Holder, 955 F.2d 1563, 1570 (11th Cir. 1992) (holding that non-expert36

testimony and non-statistical evidence may be probative of racially polarized voting), rev’d on
other grounds, 512 U.S. 874 (1994). 
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In the one race that could be analyzed between a Hispanic candidate and non-Hispanic candidates

for the Board of Trustee positions, the Hispanic candidate received more than 50 percent of the

Hispanic vote, but only 18 percent of the non-Hispanic vote. (GX 13 (Handley Reply Decl.) at 1.) 

Dr. Handley testified that Hispanic voters also engaged in single-shot voting in an attempt to

elect the Hispanic candidate in that contest.  (Trial 24:11- 25:7.) 

Anecdotal evidence also demonstrates members of the minority community believe they

have no chance to win running at-large.   Ruiz testified that he did not consider running again36

because “I felt that running in an ‘at large’ system, I would never have a shot to win.”  (PI Hng.

45:16-17.)  At the first public hearing on a potential district plan, Blanca Lopez, who was

frequently mentioned as a possible candidate for office, spoke out against the at-large system as a

difficult system for minorities to succeed in.  (GX 102 (2:03:25–2:06:25, see, e.g.,

2:04:00–2:04:25) (“After doing research on the subject and thinking back on our American

history and past Village elections, I came to the realization that the current local electoral process

does in fact dilute the voting strength of minorities to participate in the political process and elect

candidates of their choice.”).  Similarly, John Reavis, an African-American who ran for the

School Board in 1996 and lost, explained that “if you were to look at the demographic population

figures, you would see very clearly that the lower part or the southern part of the community

mostly has never had anyone elected on the Village Board, at least not during the period of time

that I have been there, which means that some of the concerns that many of the people have had
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down in that area, irrespective of color, has not been afforded equal opportunity and being

represented in the village.”  (PI Hng. 338: 13-20 (Reavis).)  

Because few Hispanics have run for Trustee or Mayor, the United States also presented

evidence regarding other relevant elections.  School Board elections are particularly probative

elections because like Board of Trustee elections, they are Village-wide elections for a local Port

Chester office.  The Port Chester – Rye Brook Union Free School District includes all of Port

Chester and a portion of Rye Brook to the northwest.   No Hispanic has ever won election to the

School Board.  (PI Hng. 54: 23-25 (Ruiz); id. at 1179:24–1180:1 (Logan).)  No African-

American has ever won election to the School Board.  (PI Hng. 331:7-9 (Reavis); id. at 1180:2-4

(Logan).)   This is not for want of trying, as the following table demonstrates:
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Port Chester School Board Elections Involving Minority Candidates
 1990-2006

Year Winning Candidates Losing Candidates

1991 Stephen Fischer Nelson Rodriguez  (H)
Dominic Bencivenga
Chester Edwards

1992 Anthony Provenzano Rev. Patricia Tyson (A)

1992 revote Stephen Fischer Nelson Rodriguez (H)
Chester Edwards

1996 Anne Capeci Pat Federico
Larry Lupo John Reavis (A)

Azline Kemp (A)

1997 Brian Brady Kenneth Heller
James Dreves Azline Kemp (A)

1998 Dominic Bencivenga Azline Kemp (A)

2002 Anne Capeci Leticia Bravo (H)
Larry Lupo Valerie Parris (A)

2004 Dominic Bencivenga Hortensia Alvarado (H)

2006 James Dreves Ollie Collins (A)
Peter Mutino

2007 Joseph Toure Dominic Bencivenga
Ollie Collins (A)

(GX 10 (Minutes of the Port Chester Board of Education Reflecting School Board Election

Results, 1990 to 2006).)  In sum, since 1990 Hispanics have run on four occasions, and African-

Americans have run on eight occasions –  and have lost every time.   This is particularly startling

because the student population of the Port Chester Rye Brook Union Free School District is



 Ms. Bravo, who is a Republican, further testified that when she asked a fellow37

Republican and high school principal, Trustee Anthony Napoli, for assistance he told her, “Why
don’t you go ask your friend Cesar?” meaning Cesar Ruiz.  (PI Hng. 242: 4-5, 18-18 (Bravo).) 
Ms. Bravo also testified that when she asked fellow Republican Robert Sorensen for assistance in
campaigning that he met with her, but just gave her advice and offered no assistance.  (Id. at 243:
1-17 (Bravo).) 
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overwhelmingly Hispanic – approximately 70%.  (PI Hng. 1208:10-22 (Coletti); Trial 358:22-25

(Bencivenga).)

 Four School Board candidates testified at the preliminary injunction hearing in this

matter.  Nelson Rodriguez, who is Hispanic, ran for School Board in 1988, 1991, and 1992 and

lost all three times.  (PI Hng. at 278:7-15 (Rodriguez).)  Reverend Patricia Tyson, who is

African-American, ran for School Board in 1992 and lost.  (PI Hng. 220:22–221:3 (Tyson).) 

John Reavis, who is African-American, testified that he ran in 1995 or 1996 and lost.  (PI Hng.

326:23–327:6 (Reavis).)  Leticia Bravo, who is Hispanic, ran for School Board in 2002 and lost. 

(PI Hng. 233:21–232:2 (Bravo).)  Mr. Rodriguez, Rev. Tyson, Mr. Reavis, and Ms. Bravo all

testified that they engaged in extensive outreach, and/or services, to the Hispanic community in

the course of their campaigns.  (PI Hng. 289:9–290:3 (Rodriguez); id. 223:1–224:15 (Tyson); id.

336:13–337:12 (Reavis);  id. 236:1-7; 237:22-24 (Bravo)).  The testimony of these individuals

demonstrates that Hispanics and Hispanic-supported candidates have been unable to gain election

in Port Chester.   37

Increasing minority turnout for School Board elections is particularly difficult because

there is only one polling place, at the Port Chester – Rye Brook Middle School, located outside

Port Chester, in the Village of Rye Brook.  (PI Hng. 246:24–247:20 (Bravo); id. 292:20-25

(Rodriguez); id. at 1210:25–1211:18 (Coletti).)  Because the minority population in Port Chester

is concentrated in the lower end of Port Chester (see, e.g., GX 3), having only one polling place
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“made it harder for people in the lower end of Port Chester to come all the way up to that area to

vote.”  (PI Hng. 295:4-5 (Rodriguez).)   To make matters worse, one of Port Chester’s own

witnesses, an employee of the school district, testified that the school district used to bus people

to the polls largely to facilitate minority voters being able to go to the polls.  (PI Hng. 1078:19-23

(Irving).)  However, the school district stopped providing busing about ten years ago because

“there wasn’t a candidate that needed that kind of support.”  (PI Hng. 1071:14-15 (Irving).)  Yet

it was in or after 1996 that African-American candidates John Reavis, Azline Kemp, Valerie

Parris, and Ollie Collins all ran, and after 1996 that Hispanic candidates Leticia Bravo and

Hortensia Alvarado ran.  See infra.  Port Chester’s own witness admitted that “to some people”

the middle school is “far outside any minority areas in Port Chester.”  (Id. 1075:21-23 (Irving).) 

In sum, the evidence proves that elections in Port Chester are polarized, and the United States

satisfies Senate Factor # 2.

3. Port Chester’s Staggered Election System Enhances the Dilutive Effect of its
At-Large System (Senate Factor # 3)   

There is no dispute that Port Chester elects its Trustees to staggered terms.  (GX 4

(Canvass of Election Returns); PI Hng. 1178:4-6 (Logan) (“Since I have been a resident of this

Village, and certainly the three times that I’ve run, it’s been staggered terms for trustees.”); id. at

1256:17-23 (Falanka) (“All [Trustee] terms are staggered two-year terms . . . .”)).  The Supreme

Court has held that staggered terms enhance the discriminatory effect of at-large voting systems. 

See City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 185 n.21 (1980).  “[S]taggered terms promote

the dilution of minority voting strength because they limit the number of seats, create more head-

to-head contests between white and minority candidates, which highlight the racial element and

minimize the influence of single-shot voting. . . . The discriminatory effect of staggered terms
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was specifically considered by Congress in the enactment of § 2.”  Buckanaga v. Sisseton Indep.

Sch. Dist., 804 F.2d 469, 475 (8th Cir. 1986).  Port Chester did not, because it could not, offer

any evidence to show that this Senate Factor was not met.

Moreover, holding Trustee elections in March, rather than in November with the general

elections, enhances the discriminatory effect of the at-large system by depressing minority

participation.  “[A]n election in March is likely to draw significantly fewer voters than an

election held simultaneously with a general election in November,” NAACP v. Hampton County

Election Comm., 470 U.S. 166, 178 (1985).  Port Chester’s own experts agreed with this point. 

Dr. Gaddie testified that “holding local elections off cycle generally results in depressed voter

participation.”  (PI Hng. 1343:16-18 (Gaddie); see also id. 1344:19-20 (“Every March election

has lower turnout than the November elections.”).)   Dr. Morrison assembled data demonstrating

that “the participation levels of Hispanics turning out to vote varies widely from a March trustee

election to a November general election.”  (PI Hng. 1377:4-6 (Morrison).)   Port Chester bears

the cost of the March election, which Port Chester’s former Village Clerk estimated at $22,000;

but if elections were held in November, the Town of Rye would bear the cost.  (PI Hng. 1270:5-

13 (Falanka); id. at 1183:15–24 (Logan).)  Thus Port Chester pays extra for the cost of an off-

cycle election in which turnout, particularly among minorities, is lower. 

There is no dispute that Port Chester employs an at-large method of election, widely

recognized as enhancing the dilutive effect of its at-large system, and thus Senate Factor # 3 is

met.
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4. The Slating Process in Port Chester Compromises the Ability of Hispanic
Voters to Elect Their Candidates of Choice (Senate Factor # 4)

In Port Chester, candidates are selected by party caucuses rather than political primaries. 

Thus, the local executive committees of the major political parties effectively create and control

the slating process for the Board of Trustees election.  See New Rochelle Voter Defense Fund v.

City of New Rochelle, 308 F. Supp. 2d 152, 161-63 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).  Testimony in this matter

amply demonstrated that this system of candidate selection negatively affects the ability of

Hispanics to become candidates, participate in the selection of candidates, have an influence in

the candidate selection process, and, even when a Hispanic candidate is selected, to prevail at the

polls.

First, Port Chester’s candidate selection process is not equally open to all citizens because

informal social networks allow some portions of the community to become candidates more

readily than others.  Newly elected Democratic Mayor Dennis Pilla, for example, became

involved in politics through the campaign of Republican Trustee Anthony Napoli, in 2001, who

attended the same church as he did.   (Trial 157:13-22 (Pilla).)  Pilla then switched to the

Democratic Party and expressed interest in running by contacting Democratic Party chairman

Angelo Rubino.  (Trial 159:15-22 (Pilla)).  Trustee John Crane was approached about running for

Trustee by a former Port Chester Mayor and drafted into running after meeting with Republican

party officials at a local diner, and never went through the caucus process at all.  (Trial 609:17–

611:20 (Crane).)  Trustee Cicatelli was asked by the then-Town Clerk, Richard Falanka, if he

would be interested in running.  (Trial 724:10-15 (Cicatelli).)  Trustee candidate Bart Didden

explained that to be asked to run for office, an interested person must “telegraph your interest” by

casual conversations on “street corners, public gatherings, local restaurants, idle chatter and
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conversation with people involved in the political process within the village.”  (Trial 227:1-5

(Didden).) 

These accounts pose a stark contrast to the testimony of Cesar Ruiz, who was initially

turned away from the Democratic Party.  Ruiz testified that when he first sought to become

involved in the Democratic Party, he was told by the Chairman of the Democratic Party that the

party was not looking for any new members.  (PI Hng. 22:1-3 (Cesar Ruiz).)  Only after Ruiz

persisted in seeking to become involved in the Democratic Party did the party asked him to put

up signs and distribute flyers.  (Id. at 23:4-9, 23:17–24:2.)  Ruiz testified that through the year

2000, he was the only Hispanic involved with the Democratic Party.  (Id. at 25:10-12.) 

Second, Port Chester’s political parties do not afford equal opportunities for political

involvement to Hispanics.  Both of the major political parties in Port Chester (Republican and

Democrat) have two district leaders per election district, who are selected by the voters from that

particular district.  (PI Hng. 55:3-11 (Ruiz).)  Rafael Vega, a local political activist who worked

with Ruiz, explained that, “District leaders are the folks that are groomed to become candidates

for public office.”  (PI Hng. 172:17-18 (Vega).)  Vega testified that when he asked the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Democratic Party about becoming a district leader when he lived in Port Chester,

the party official told Vega he would get back to him, but the official never did.  (PI Hng.

167:21–168:13 (Vega).)   

In 2004, Ruiz and Vega began a campaign to collect petitions on behalf of Hispanic

district leaders.  Ruiz testified that in 2004, he worked to gather signatures and petitions to enable

Hispanics to serve as district leaders for the lower-numbered districts in Port Chester.  (PI Hng.

56:14–57:5; GX 5 (List of District Leaders, Rye Town Democratic Committee, 2004 and



 On cross-examination, counsel for Port Chester accused Ruiz of being “part of a coup38

attempt to take over control” of the Democratic Party.  (PI Hng. 61:23–62:7.) 

 The person who objected to the petitions was Joni Meiskin of Rye Brook, the town next39

to Port Chester.  (GX 8.)  The record does not disclose precisely who Ms. Meiskin is.  But Ms.
Meiskin’s signature on the objection was notarized by Christine Korff (id.) – the former three-
term Democratic Mayor of Port Chester (id.; see also GX 4 (1995 Canvass, 1997 Canvass, 1999
Canvass)).
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2006)).   Vega further explained that he and Ruiz targeted the districts “where there were38

vacancies or folks that were not active at all.  And so it turned out that there were a number of

vacancies in those electoral districts that were predominantly Latinos, yet usually the persons

who were the district leaders were usually Caucasians who were like 70, 80 years old, who were

not even active.”  (PI Hng. 173:4-9 (Vega).)  After spending “a brutal month, summer month,

countless hours” on the petitions, however, objections were filed to the petitions and the petitions

were invalidated.  (GX 6, received at PI Hng. 176:9-12; GX 7, received at 176:9-12; GX 8,

received at 179:2-22.)   The petitions were invalidated because of an administrative error on one39

line where, according to Vega, “I should have entered the town that I lived in instead of the town

where I circulated the petition.”  (PI Hng. 174: 11-13; see also id. at 176:22-177:1; 177:21-

178:12 (Vega).)  The form is itself ambiguous, and no one had ever explained to Vega how it

was supposed to be completed.  (PI Hng. 180:22–181:18.)  As a result of seeking to select

Hispanics as district leaders, Ruiz testified, Rye Town Supervisor Robert Morabito threatened to

exclude him and those with whom Ruiz worked from the Democratic Party.  (PI Hng. 67:11–69:8

(Ruiz).)  Hispanics are no better represented in the Republican Party.  Only two of Port Chester’s

thirty-two Republican district leaders are Hispanic.  (PI Hng. 830:24–831:14 (Richards); PI Hng.

1169:3-19 (Paniccia).) 



 Trustee and Vice-Mayor Cicatelli explained the process of being appointed to a board40

or commission in his testimony.  He stated that he had never sought to have any Hispanic person
appointed to a board or commission.  (Trial 762:17-763:18.)
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District leader positions are not the only lower level positions in Port Chester that could

serve as a springboard to elective office.  Many candidates for Trustee were first members of Port

Chester’s boards or commissions.  Trustee Brakewood served on the Zoning Board of Appeals. 

(PI Hng.1106:6-9.)  Trustee candidate Bart Didden served on the Planning Commission, among

other boards and commissions.  (Trial 222:12–224:7 (Testimony of Bart Didden).)  Thus among

the reasons it is harder for minorities to get elected to Port Chester’s Board of Trustees is that

few of them have been allowed to, encouraged to, or recruited to serve on one of the many

Commissions and Boards appointed by the Board of Trustees.   40

In the briefing on this case, Port Chester submitted a declaration from Deputy Clerk

Marino stating that “for the period 1977 to 2006, I have determined approximately 186

appointments of Hispanics to various Port Chester boards and commissions during that period.” 

(Trial 104:11–17 (Marino); GX 47, received at Trial 104:1-10.)  This enumeration, however,

omitted the total number of appointments to boards and commissions during that period.  Port

Chester’s own lists of appointments to boards and commissions (DX G, received at PI Hng.

1608:3-5) include well over 3,100 appointments.  Hispanics, therefore, are less than 5% of the

appointments. When Marino was asked to specify which individuals on the list of appointments

to boards and commissions were Hispanic, she inflated the total to 242 by also including names

from the “Officials List,” a listing of the members of the Board of Trustees, Village Marshals,

and the heads of Village departments (GX 48 (Marino listing of Hispanic names), received at

107:1-13; GX 82 (Port Chester Officials List for 2006), received at 108:24-109:2; id. at



 Port Chester had suggested in pretrial filings that a low number of people attend party41

caucuses, and thus it would be relatively easy for a candidate with a small number of supporters
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107:22–110:21 (Marino).)  The fact that Marino had also relied upon Port Chester’s “Officials

List” in reaching this number was nowhere indicated on her listing of 242 names, a list entitled

“Boards and Commission Members from 1976 to 2006”  (Trial 107:1-9 (Marino) (admitting that

the title of the document is inaccurate)), and Marino was unable to estimate the total number of

names on the “Officials Lists” that she used (Trial 110:9-21 (Marino).)  Putting aside this effort

to inflate the total, it is nevertheless clear that few Hispanics have served on boards or

commissions.

Third, although Port Chester claimed in its briefs to the Court that Port Chester had an

open system of caucuses, testimony at trial demonstrated that the party caucuses in Port Chester

merely rubber stamp the selections already made by the party nominating committee.  Port

Chester Republican Party Chairman Dr. Janusz Richards testified that before the public caucuses

are held, there is a meeting of the party’s nominating committee, which is not open to the public

or announced to the public.  (PI Hng. 822:22–823:11 (Richards).)   Witnesses across the political

spectrum testified that they have never become aware of any party caucus in which the caucus

did not approve the candidates chosen by the nominating committee, or for that matter any

challenge to the candidates nominated by the committee.  (PI Hng. 827:19-22 (Richards); PI Hng.

1166:11-21 (Paniccia); Trial 163:24–164:1 (Pilla).)  Angelo Rubino, Chairman of the

Democratic Party from approximately 1994 to 2006, testified that “[w]hen we nominate them,

interview them and nominate them, we present them to the caucus people and they are presented

and they’re always accepted.” (Trial 337:9-11; see also PI Hng. 1110:2-4 and 18-20

(Brakewood).)   And Dr. Richards was asked repeatedly whether the party required a candidate41



to attend a caucus and win the nomination.  The sign-in sheets from the caucuses indeed show
few names, often fewer than ten.  (DX H, received at PI Hng. 833:13-15.)  

The testimony at trial, however, demonstrated that party leaders and even candidates
nominated at that particular caucus never signed in, even though they were present.  (PI Hng.
831:15–840:6 (Richards); id. at 1141:9–1142:14 (Bencivenga); Trial 161:10–162:18 (Pilla); id.
at 727:21-729:19 (Cicatelli).)  Some witnesses recalled “a few dozen” of people at a particular
caucus even though the number of sign-ins were less than ten.  (Trial 161:12 (Pilla); compare
Trial 162:10 (Pilla) (stating that “50 people plus or minus” attended the 2004 Democratic Party
caucus), with DX H (listing only five people as attendees of the 2004 Democratic Party caucus);
see also Trial 163:12–23 (Pilla) (testimony that while “60 plus people” attended the 2006
Democratic Party caucus, only nine people signed in).)  As a measure of precisely how many
people attended the caucus, therefore, these sign-in sheets are largely worthless.
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to appear before the nominating committee, and repeatedly answered yes.  (PI Hng.

840:14–842:20 (Richards).)  

The lack of openness in the hierarchy of Port Chester’s political parties, and the absence

of a slating system in which Hispanics have an opportunity to select their candidates of choice,

has the inevitable result – Hispanics have rarely been candidates, and when they do become

candidates, are selected largely to increase Hispanic turnout for their white running mates.  Ruiz

testified the Democratic Party asked him to run in 2001 to encourage Hispanics to vote

Democratic.  (PI Hng. 32:14-15 (Ruiz).)  Similarly, Santos testified that when he was asked by

the Republican Party to run in 1992, he was a Democrat at the time, but the Republicans asked

him because “politically, it’s obvious, and I think it’s fine, that the Latino community was

growing rather fast, and they saw it coming, and it was a strategy to attract the Latino[s].”  (PI

Hng. 139:19-21 (Santos).)  In the course of campaigning,  Ruiz testified that he never

campaigned without his running mates in the higher-numbered precincts (which have a higher

percentage of whites), but always campaigned without his running mates in the lower-numbered

precincts (which have a higher percentage of Hispanics).  (PI Hng. 34:13–35:6 (Ruiz).)  Former

Mayor Logan himself recalled that he commented to Ruiz that Ruiz was not walking with his two



 Similarly, African-American candidate John Reavis, who ran for School Board in 1996,42

testified that he engaged in self-censorship to avoid harming the work of the community group of
which he was executive director: “I was concerned when I was running to make sure that I didn’t
do any damage to the – to my work at the Carver Center. . . . So I chose not to get really in any
serious confrontations about the real issues that were occurring in our community as it affected
the African-American youngsters, the Hispanic youngsters and the poor white youngsters.  That
was my concern.”  (PI Hng. 343:18–344:1 (Reavis).) 
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running mates, and when asked at trial, “[d]o you think his party had abandoned him?” replied, “I

kind of thought so.”  (Trial 392:7-10 (Logan).)

Ruiz further testified that after interviewing with a local newspaper and expressing

support for issues that were important to the Hispanic community in Port Chester, such as

affordable housing, a downtown health clinic, more bilingual employees in Village offices, and

the creation of a soccer field (PI Hng. 36:17–37:4 (Ruiz)), the Democratic Party stopped helping

him in his campaign (id. at 40:19-21 (Ruiz)).   Ruiz testified that the Democratic Party chairman42

gave him a list of registered Hispanic voters and tasked him with turning out those registered

voters and nothing more.  (PI Hng. 38:3–39:13 (Ruiz).)   On election day, Ruiz and his campaign

worker Rafael Vega testified that Ruiz “got the cold shoulder” when he arrived at Democratic

Party headquarters to make phone calls to voters.  (PI Hng. 41:1-20 (Ruiz); id. at 164:25–166:24

(Vega).)  On election night, Ruiz held a separate reception at a Latino restaurant because he was

not invited to the Democratic Party’s reception, held one block away.  (PI Hng. 41:21–42:8

(Ruiz)).

Seeking to demonstrate that Port Chester’s political processes were indeed open to

Hispanics, Port Chester introduced a number of witnesses who testified that the Port Chester

Republican Party had asked them to run for Trustee.  Yet the majority of the Hispanic individuals

who were asked to run were asked to do so after this suit was filed.  Two Hispanic individuals



 Although Vilato initially testified that “I declined both times,” (id. at 847:18), on cross-43

examination he admitted that in fact, he was not actually selected by the nominating committee. 
(Id. at 850:11-14 (Vilato).) 

 Rye Town Republic Chairman Dan Paniccia testified that he had asked Del Hernandez,44

Sr., to run, but did not say when he extended the invitation.  (PI Hng. 1163:25–1164:8
(Paniccia).)  Then-Mayor Gerald Logan testified that in addition to some of the other individuals
mentioned above, he had asked Fabiola Montoya to run “within the last year and a half or two
years” (PI Hng. 1176:24–1177:2 (Logan)), likely another Hispanic asked to run since the United
States notified Port Chester that it was authorized to file this suit. 
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testified that the Republican Party asked them to run prior to the time the United States notified

Port Chester it would file this lawsuit.  Rosa Cabanillas Thompson testified that she was asked to

run in the 2002 election, but declined (PI Hng. 756:2-6 (Cabanillas Thompson).)  Bert Vilato

testified that he was twice asked to run approximately six years ago.  (PI Hng. 847:1–22

(Vilato).)   By contrast, at least three people of Hispanic descent were asked to run after the43

United States notified Port Chester it was authorized to file suit. Valerie Nanni testified that she

was asked to run for Trustee, but only after speaking out against the proposed districting at the

second public hearing on October 18, 2006.  (PI Hng. 854:12–863:12 (Nanni).)  No one had

asked Ms. Nanni to run for office prior to her stating her opposition to the proposed districting. 

(Id. at 865:4-6 (Nanni).)   Port Chester Republican Party Chairman Janusz Richards testified that

he was aware of only two Hispanics who were asked to run for Trustee in the years prior to the

filing of this suit in December 2006, Ms. Cabanillas Thompson and Leovi Fumero, and three

Hispanics who were asked to run for Trustee in the few months after Port Chester learned that

this suit would be filed, Rev. Ariel Acosta, Valerie Nanni, and Antonio Moran, all recruited in

anticipation of the 2007 election (PI Hng. 812:4–814:5 (Richards).)  44

As for the Democratic Party, Port Chester offered testimony from Trustee Daniel

Brakewood that, apart from Ruiz in 2001, only Blanca Lopez had been asked to run for Trustee,
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and she declined.  (PI Hng. 1096:12–1098:5; 1109:13-23 (Brakewood).)  Trustee Brakewood

admitted, however, that Ms. Lopez had spoken out against the at-large system at one of the

public hearings, stating that she believed a Hispanic could not win office under the at-large

system.  (PI Hng. 1102:10-21 (Brakewood); see GX 102 (2:03:25–2:06:25) (public statement of

Blanca Lopez).) 

The Hispanic who eventually ran for office in 2007 on the Republican Party line was Rev.

Ariel Acosta – the first Hispanic the Republican Party had nominated for fifteen years.  Rev.

Acosta admitted that although he had lived in Port Chester for 26 years (PI Hng. 869:16-17

(Acosta)), no one had ever asked him to run for office until late 2006.  (Id. at 871:20–872:10

(Acosta).)  Rev. Acosta further testified that although he had been nominated as a candidate for

Trustee, “It’s not my campaign,” before correcting himself to say, “because there [are] three

people in the ticket, so it’s not only my campaign.”  (PI Hng. 887:4-5 (Acosta).)  He further

testified that as to fundraising, “the Republican Party is going to take care of it, so I’m not.”  (PI

Hng. 886:8-9 (Acosta).)   When asked about campaigning, Rev. Acosta again claimed that, “This

is not about my campaign,”  (PI Hng. 888:3 (Acosta)), proving once again that when Hispanics in

Port Chester are nominated for political office, it is to serve the interests of Port Chester’s

political parties, not to provide Hispanics with an opportunity to share political power. 

5. Port Chester’s Hispanics Bear the Effects of Discrimination in Education,
Employment, and Health that Hinder Their Ability to Participate in the
Political Process  (Senate Factor # 5)

Experts on both sides agreed that there were significant disparities between Hispanics and

non-Hispanics in Port Chester in the areas of income, education, and housing.  Senate Factor # 5

is therefore met.   
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Port Chester’s own expert Dr. Morrison admitted that Hispanics in Port Chester have

lower levels of educational attainment, lower income measured by several different matrices, and

lower quality housing.  (GX 24A (Chart from Dr. Morrison’s Report), received at PI Hng. 405: 2-

4; see also PI Hng. 1507:23–1508:15 (Morrison).)   Professor Smith testified that, as reflected in

Dr. Morrison’s own figures, “the Hispanic and white population in the Village of Port Chester

are mirror images of each other” with regard to education, income, and housing.  (PI Hng. 405: 6-

8 (Smith); see also id. 1294:14-15 (Gaddie) (“there are [socioeconomic status] differences

between the Latino community and others in Port Chester.”)).  Professor Smith noted that

“[e]ducational disparities are stark in Port Chester”; 55% of Latino men have a high school

education or less, compared to only 14% of white men.  (GX 22 (Smith Decl.) ¶ 25; GX 24A

(Morrison Chart).)  Ruiz himself testified that he was forced to drop out of high school to go to

work to support his family. (PI Hng. 15:6-10 (Ruiz).)

The evidence also shows a “huge difference” in income levels: 19% of Latino children

live below the poverty line, compared to only .04% of white children.  (GX 22 (Smith Decl.) ¶

24; GX 24A (Morrison Chart); PI Hng.  403:16 (Smith) (noting “fairly stark levels of difference

in income”).)  This income disparity is not due to lack of effort; Hispanic men have the highest

labor force participation rate in Port Chester.  (GX 22 (Smith Decl.) ¶ 25; GX 24A (Morrison

Chart); PI Hng.  404:9-11 (Smith) (“And what this means, then, is that Latinos are not making

less because they’re working less; they’re making less because they’re getting paid less.”).) 

Hispanics also tend to live in overcrowded, expensive, and unsanitary housing, often because

they are renters rather than owners.  (GX 22 (Smith Decl.) ¶ 25; GX 24A (Morrison Chart); PI



  In the latest version of his report, Dr. Morrison developed a new theory, as follows: “A45

community of people in a two square mile village share similar concerns.  Their commonality of
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Hng.  406:18–407:7 (Smith); Trial 820:25–821:1 (Cleary) (asserting, without any basis, that if

Hispanics live in lower quality housing, that means “they take less pride in the building”).)  

Where plaintiffs show “disproportionate educational, employment, income level and

living conditions . . . and where the level of [minority] participation in politics is depressed,

plaintiffs need not prove any further causal nexus between their disparate socio-economic status

and the depressed level of political participation.”  Teague v. Attala County, 92 F.3d 283, 294

(5th Cir. 1996) (quoting S. Rep. No. 417 at 29 n.114).  Experts on both sides, however, agreed

that “lower socioeconomic status leads to lower levels of political participation.”  (PI Hng. 399:

19-20 (Smith); see also id. at 1342:12-14 (Gaddie) (agreeing that “socioeconomic status is the

foundational influence in political participation”).)  For example, people with lower income are

less likely to vote while politicians are less likely to invest time and money in campaigning in

poorer neighborhoods.  (PI Hng. 401:10–402:9 (Smith).)  

Port Chester tried to evade the force of these findings by arguing that Hispanics have

lower turnout and less of a commitment to politics due to other factors, such as Hispanics being

“transient.”  (Trial 427:4-15 (Morrison).)  Dr. Morrison did not analyze the moving behavior of

Hispanic persons to attempt to determine how much of the percentage in lower voter turnout was

attributable to moving behavior as compared to socioeconomic factors. (Trial 429:18-430:13.) 

Moreover, moving could be one effect of lower socioeconomic status caused by discrimination.

(Trial 430:14-20.)  While Dr. Morrison declined to examine the extent of discrimination in Port

Chester, he nonetheless conceded that lingering effects of discrimination could explain in part

ongoing political participation disparities.  45



interest springs from residential propinquity and naturally finds expression through political
representation based on voters grouped by where they reside.” (Trial 530:15-24 (Morrison).)  On
cross-examination, however, Dr. Morrison admitted that he had not actually spoken to any
residents of Port Chester (other than lawyers) and could not point to any evidentiary basis upon
which his statement could be considered true.  (Trial 532:15–540:6 (Morrison).)  

Dr. Morrison did admit, however, that if one were to assume that residents of a two mile
square shared a commonality of interest, it would be even safer to assume that people living in a
smaller area, such as those of Prof. Beveridge’s illustrative plans, shared an even stronger
commonality of interest.  (Id. at 540:7-12.) 
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As Port Chester’s own experts agreed with the United States that Hispanics in Port

Chester bear the effects of discrimination in education, income, and housing, Senate Factor # 5 is

met.

6. Elections in Port Chester Have Involved Racial and Ethnic Appeals 
(Senate Factor # 6)  

A particularly striking aspect of this case is that even after the United States filed suit,

certain individuals engaged in a racial and ethnic appeal.  The racial and ethnic appeal that

occurred in the 2007 Mayoral election is of particular importance not only because of its timing,

but also because of the attacks levied against Hispanic activists and now-Mayor Dennis Pilla,

who has expressed support for settling this lawsuit.  These attacks came not from a marginal

figure, but from Bart Didden, a political insider who was running for Trustee as a Republican in

the 2007 Village Election until the Court enjoined the Trustee election on March 2, 2007. 

Indeed, of the approximately one dozen politicians who testified in this case, only Bart Didden

was interviewed by both the Republican and Democratic parties to be a Trustee candidate.  (Trial

225:14–226:6 (Didden).)

 Didden testified that in the course of the 2007 Village election campaign, he and other

individuals in the Republican Party developed the concept of a flyer concerning Mayoral

candidate Dennis Pilla.  (Trial 247:15–248:21 (Didden).)  Didden eventually wrote a draft flyer
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that was similar in concept and language to the final version of the flyer admitted as GX 63 (the

“2007 Flyer”)).  Didden testified that the first draft of the 2007 Flyer was written after the Court

issued the preliminary injunction on March 2, 2007, enjoining the Trustee race.  (Trial 250:21–

251:2.)  

The 2007 Flyer is a racial and ethnic appeal in several respects.  First, the 2007 Flyer

personally attacks two prominent Hispanic leaders in Port Chester, Blanca Lopez and Cesar Ruiz,

and in a derogatory manner.  The 2007 Flyer claims that “PILLA WILL SELL US OUT!,”

allegedly because Pilla’s campaign manager, Blanca Lopez, is Hispanic.  (GX 63.)   The 2007

Flyer attacks Pilla for having Lopez as his campaign manager because “WHAT BLANCA

CARES ABOUT IS ONLY HISPANIC!,” specifically listing “MORE AFFORDABLE

HOUSING, MORE SUBSIDIZED HOUSING, MORE SECTION 8 HOUSING” as “only

Hispanic” concerns.  (GX 63.)  The 2007 Flyer also attacks Cesar Ruiz as a “HOT DOG

VENDOR-TURNED PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT.” (GX 63.)

Second, the 2007 Flyer attacks Pilla largely on the ground that he is allegedly supportive

of issues important to the Hispanic community.  As the 2007 Flyer put it, “BLANCA SAYS

JUMP, FETCH, BEG OR BARK AND PILLA DOES IT.  THE HISPANICS ARE RUNNING

THE SHOW ALREADY.”  (GX 63.)  At trial, Didden testified that he believed it would have

been more appropriate to have written that “the Hispanics are running the agenda.”  (Trial

269:12-15 (Didden).)  The 2007 Flyer also attacks Dennis Pilla for expressing support for settling

this lawsuit, which the 2007 Flyer again attributes to his sympathies toward the Hispanic

community:  “PILLA IS SELLING YOU AND ME OUT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF

JUSTICE BECAUSE PILLA’S CHAMPAIGN [sic] MANAGER IS SUPER SECRET DOUBLE
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AGENT BLANCA LOPEZ.”  (Id.)  Didden explained at trial that he became concerned that Pilla

would “flip-flop[]” on the issue of “protect[ing] the voting integrity of all the residents and

citizens of the Village of Port Chester” when Pilla expressed support for settling this lawsuit. 

(Trial 274:1-8 (Didden).)  The 2007 Flyer also calls Pilla a “CARPETBAGGER,” apparently

because he is a recent arrival in Port Chester.  Didden admitted that only after his deposition

(when he was asked about his use of the term) did he become aware of the meaning of the word

(Trial 277:4–278:3 (Didden)), and its context. 

Third, the 2007 Flyer is a racial and ethnic appeal because it falsely depicts this lawsuit,

which concerns the discriminatory effect of the at-large election system without regard to the

intent of those who originally implemented the at-large system, as a referendum of sorts on

whether Port Chester is racist.  The bottom of the second page of the 2007 Flyer asks, “ARE WE

TO BE KNOWN AS RACISTS OR LAW-ABIDING FREE AMERICANS?”  (GX 63.)  Didden

testified at trial that he believed that “a settlement [of this lawsuit] would have equated to an

admission that we disenfranchised or we prohibited anybody or any group from a free expression

of their constitutional rights.”  (Trial at 278:10-13 (Didden); see also id. at 281:24-25 (“I think

that is a reasonable conclusion if the village government settled or if you find against the

village.”).)

Didden testified that he mailed the 2007 Flyer anonymously to approximately one

thousand households in Port Chester, using a mailing list of registered voters who voted in any of

the last three Village elections.  (Trial at 279:14–280:5 (Didden).)  Didden paid for the postage

himself, which he “ran through my business expense account.”  (Id. at 280:17.)  Didden testified

that he mailed the 2007 Flyer from Greenwich, Connecticut because “I did not want to be
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observed in front of the Port Chester post office with a thousand envelopes putting them in the

post box because that could lead to someone suspecting that I had something to do with the

mailing.”  (Id. at 280:19-281:5.)  Didden also made several postings on the blog page for the

local Westchester County newspaper, the Journal News, claiming that neither he nor the

Republican Party knew who wrote the 2007 Flyer, and calling his own flyer “disgusting.”  (GX

74, received at Trial 287:17-288:4, GX 75, received at 296:16-25.)

At least two other individuals in the Republican Party were involved with the 2007 Flyer,

Trustee John Crane and Dominic Bencivenga, then a member of the School Board.  Although

Didden testified that the 2007 Flyer was a “collaboration,” (Trial 251:21, 252:13, 253:18-20,

257:11-16 (Didden)), Crane and Bencivenga testified that they had very limited involvement

with the 2007 Flyer.  (Trial 636:9, 638:6-641:11 (Crane), id. at 360:3-4 (Bencivenga) (denying

having “anything to do with the drafting” of the 2007 Flyer).)  There is no dispute, however, that

Bencivenga instructed Didden to remove language that he thought offensive to the Town of Rye,

but not other language that he claimed he told Didden was “disgusting.”  (Trial 253:25–255:3

(Didden);  364:22–367:1 (Bencivenga).)  Crane testified that after reading a draft of the 2007

Flyer he told Didden that Didden was a “sick fuck,” but made no effort to prevent or persuade

Didden not to distribute the 2007 Flyer.  (Trial 629:2, 633:15–634:17 (Crane).)  Nor, for that

matter, did Bencivenga.  (Id. at 378:12-16 (Bencivenga).)  Crane testified that he was afraid of

Didden because he “speaks loudly and carries a big stick.”  (Trial 683:2-10 (Crane).)

Port Chester has conceded, through the testimony of its public officials, that the 2007

Flyer was a racial and ethnic appeal.   After being explicitly advised by the Court that one of the

issues in the case is whether elections have been the subject of racial appeals, Trustee and Vice-
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Mayor Cicatelli outright conceded that the 2007 Flyer “appears to be a racial appeal.”  (Trial

761:3-9 (Cicatelli).)  Trustee Cicatelli further stated that the 2007 Flyer “should be something

you definitely shouldn’t ignore, and it should be troubling.”  (Id. at 761:1-2.)  Trustee Crane

testified that the 2007 Flyer was “racist, sexist, disgusting.”  (Trial 680:9 (Crane).)  These were

not isolated assessments.  Mayor Pilla testified that he was “angry and upset” when he received

the 2007 Flyer (Trial 192:20-21 (Pilla)).  Former School Board member Dominic Bencivenga

agreed that that the 2007 Flyer “could fairly be characterized as a racist flyer.”  (Trial 384:13-21

(Bencivenga).)

After the 2007 Village election, two openings arose on the Board of Trustees.  Trustee

Pilla became Mayor, and Trustee Manning resigned after his term expired.   Didden expressed

interest in being named to one of those two openings, and wrote a lengthy email on April 2,

2007, expressing his frustration when he was not named to one of those two openings.  (Trial

229:8-231:7 (Didden); GX 88, received at 240:1-241:2.)  In that email, Didden complained, “Am

I the white casualty to the Cesar Ruiz syndrome?  Let’s call the judge or are we the same as

Rubino?”  (GX 88.)  At trial, Didden testified that he meant that he and Ruiz were “brothers in

the same issue,” (Trial at 233:16-17 (Didden)), in that Ruiz “was abandoned by Mr. Rubino

during the 2001, I believe, election cycle”  (id. at 232:7-8), and Didden now felt abandoned by

the Republican Party.  The email was mailed to numerous members of Port Chester’s Republican

Party who testified in this matter, including Trustees John Crane and Domenick Cicatelli, Port

Chester Republican Party Chairman Janusz Richards, and Valerie Nanni (Trial at 237:1-239:25

(Didden).)  For his part, Crane wrote an email advocating naming Bart Didden to one of the two



 Mayor Pilla also recalled an incident in which “flyers with strong racial overtones”46

referencing the Ku Klux Klan were distributed in Port Chester in February 2004.  (Trial
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openings, but later stated that his support for Didden was merely a “ruse” to mask his differences

with the Republican Party  (Trial 651:13-17 (Crane).)

The “PILLA WILL SELL US OUT!” flyer is far from the only racial appeal in a political

campaign.  Santos testified that when he ran for Trustee in 1992, then-Mayor Christine Korff’s

husband wrote a letter to the editor of the local paper stating, as Santos recalled, that “Jose

Santos cannot win in Port Chester, because he doesn’t represent Port Chester.”  (PI Hng. 148:21-

22.)  Racial appeals have also figured in elections for the School Board.  John Reavis, an

African-American, testified that when he ran for School Board in 1996, he put up flyers in his co-

op building.  (PI Hng. 333:16-20 (Reavis).)  He personally observed that someone scrawled a

derogatory remark about him on the flyer, calling him “nigger.” (Id. at 333:21–334:5.)  Doris

Bailey-Reavis testified that as she came from voting for Mr. Reavis, to whom she was not yet

married, in the School Board election in 1996, she observed a School Board incumbent standing

outside the polling place telling people, “Don’t vote for the nigger.”  (PI Hng. 353:16–354:17

(Bailey-Reavis) (identifying individual who made the remark); id. at 1152:19–1153:6

(Bencivenga) (identifying individual as a School Board incumbent).)  Finally, Dr. Maria Munoz

Kantha testified that in the course of the 2005 Westchester District Attorney race, a flyer was

distributed depicting Tony Castro, who is of Portuguese descent but sometimes assumed to be

Hispanic because of his last name (PI Hng. 1231:14-19 (Kantha)), with darkened skin and

distorted features.  (GX 11, received at 1218:18-20; PI Hng. 1221:17–1222:11 (Kantha).)  A

group of Hispanic activists, including Dr. Kantha, held a rally protesting the flyer as a racial

appeal.  (GX 103, received at 1227:1-4; PI Hng. 1225:15–1227:4 (Kantha).)46



166:20–167:2 (Pilla).)  Although Mayor Pilla could not recall whether the flyers were
specifically linked to the 2004 Village election, the flyers were distributed during Port Chester’s
election season, between the caucuses in January and the election in March.

 It is also undisputed that no African-American has ever become Trustee or Mayor of47

Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 340:10-12 (Reavis); id. 1179:14-16, 1180:7-8 (Logan).) 
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In short, Port Chester’s public officials conceded that, based upon the 2007 Flyer alone,

there have been racial and ethnic appeals involving Hispanics in recent Port Chester elections. 

This Senate Factor is therefore met.

          7. No Hispanic Has Ever Been Elected to Anything in Port Chester, and
Only One Hispanic Has Ever Been Elected to Anything in Westchester
County (Senate Factor # 7)

The United States easily meets Senate Factor # 7.  It is undisputed that no Hispanic, at

any time, has ever become Trustee of Port Chester.  (PI Hng. 46: 14-15 (Ruiz); id. at 340: 4-9

(Reavis); id. at 1179:11-13 (Logan).)  It is also undisputed that no Hispanic, at any time, has ever

become Mayor of Port Chester.   (PI Hng. 1180:5-6 (Logan))   The only Hispanics who had ever47

run for Trustee through 2006 were Republican Jose Santos in 1992 (PI Hng. 133:16-19 (Santos);

and Democrat Cesar Ruiz in 2001 (PI Hng. 14:4-10; GX 4 (2001 Canvass).)  Both were defeated. 

Hispanics have run for the School Board on at least five occasions, and African-Americans have

run on at least eight occasions.  Every minority candidate has lost.  See supra Section C.2.

  The evidence presented by the United States in this case is far stronger evidence of

discrimination than existed in Goosby, in which the Second Circuit found that the at-large

method to elect members of the Town Board of Hempstead violated Section 2 even though a

candidate of that minority had recently been elected to the Board, see Goosby, 180 F.3d at 487-

88, and in a voting rights case brought against New Rochelle, which was settled by changing an

at-large system to a district system.  See Davis v. City of New Rochelle, 156 F.R.D. 549, 551
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(S.D.N.Y. 1990) (18% of the population was African-American and only one minority had ever

been elected to the City Council).  In this case, by contrast, the evidence shows that no Hispanic

has ever been elected to any local office in Port Chester.   In fact, no Hispanic has ever been

elected to any federal, state, county, or local office for any jurisdiction in which Port Chester is

located, with the single exception of a Hispanic woman who was elected Family Court Judge in

2000, Judge Nilda Morales Horowitz.  As Judge Horowitz testified, “I’m very proud of the fact

that I was the only one in Westchester County.” (PI Hng. 782:6-7 (Horowitz).)  The evidence at

trial differed over whether voters would have been aware that Judge Horowitz is Hispanic.  Judge

Horowitz herself testified that she used her full name to identify herself to voters. (PI Hng.

778:19-21 (Horowitz).)  On the other hand, Vega, who worked on Judge Horowitz’s campaign,

testified that “[w]e made a conscious decision to run as Nilda Horowitz to minimize the impact

that her Latino last name would have on the overall electorate.”  (PI Hng. 182: 21-23 (Vega).)  

Upon reviewing the canvass results for that judgeship contest, a Commissioner of the

Westchester County Board of Elections testified that on the ballot, Judge Horowitz’s name

appeared as “Nilda M. Horowitz.”  (GX 35, received at 802:25–803:3; PI Hng. 802:12–803:14

(Sunderland).)   The Court need not resolve this particular dispute, however, because in any event

no Hispanics have ever been elected to public office in Port Chester itself, and even if one

Hispanic candidate has been elected to public office in Westchester County, that is nevertheless a

very small number. 

D. Because Port Chester’s At-Large Election System Violates the Voting Rights Act,
the Court Should Order Port Chester to Adopt a District Plan

The standard remedy for a Section 2 violation with an at-large election is to require the

locality to implement a district plan.  See Goosby, 180 F.3d at 498 (“We think that the six-district



  It is not clear why FairVote has submitted a brief that is silent on the issue of liability. 48

The Court advised the parties that, “[m]y understanding is that they wanted to weigh in on
whether or not the Court should decide that the current at-large system in Port Chester violates
the Voting Rights Act” (Trial 1008:20-23), an issue the amicus brief does not address at all, in
addition to the issue of remedy.  

 FairVote also maintains that “[c]umulative voting is currently used in several states49

across the nation.  At least sixty-four jurisdictions have adopted cumulative voting,” referring the
reader to the FairVote website.  (FairVote Brief at 9.)   The FairVote website demonstrates,
however, that of these “sixty-four jurisdictions,” thirty-five are Texas school boards, and another
seventeen are Texas city councils.  According to FairVote, cumulative voting is used in only five
states – Texas, Alabama, South Dakota, and in one locality each in Illinois and West Virginia.
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plan is an entirely appropriate remedy under the circumstances.”); see also Garza v. County of

Los Angeles, 918 F.2d at 776 (“The deliberate construction of minority controlled voting districts

is exactly what the Voting Rights Act authorizes.”);  Osceola County, 475 F. Supp. 2d at 1235

(county at-large system violated Section 2 and county must submit remedial plan within thirty

days).  This Court should issue findings of fact and conclusions of law that Port Chester’s at-

large system violates Section 2, and order Port Chester to submit a district plan promptly to

ensure that a plan is in place before the general elections in November.

As the Court is aware, an amicus brief was filed in this case on June 14, 2007, by

FairVote, contending that the Court should order the implementation of a system of cumulative

voting in Port Chester.   The FairVote brief offers no analysis at all of the record of this matter,

nor any analysis of the liability issues in this case, and is thus irrelevant at this juncture.   The48

FairVote brief also states that “cumulative voting would be an effective remedy for the Village of

Port Chester” (FairVote Brief at 7) without offering any analysis, statistical or otherwise, as to

why that would be the case.   To the extent that the FairVote submission should be considered at49

all, it should be considered during the remedy phase.  The Court has not yet issued a decision on
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liability nor ordered the parties to proceed to brief the appropriate remedy in this case. 

Accordingly, the FairVote brief is, at best, premature.

The FairVote brief does, however, illustrate why additional briefing will be necessary in

the remedy phase of this case.  Even putting aside FairVote’s mischaracterization of the law,

FairVote reiterates the convenient fiction that Hispanics in Port Chester are a “geographically

dispersed group[].” (FairVote Brief at 4.)  Hispanics are not geographically dispersed – to the

contrary, the experts in this case agreed that Port Chester was moderately to highly segregated. 

(PI Hng. 1491:16–1492:24 (Morrison) (Port Chester has a “moderately high” level of

segregation); see also PI Hng. 408:7 (Smith) (“this is a very segregated town”).)  A map of the

Hispanic concentration in Port Chester by Census block makes the point even more clear.  (See

GX 3.)  Because the Hispanic population in Port Chester is so concentrated, Professor Beveridge

was able to draw several plans that had a 50% or higher Hispanic CVAP.

 The United States will address these issues in greater detail in its submission to the Court

at any remedy proceeding in this case.
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